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Decisions taken by the Committee on Budgets at its 
meeting of 15, 16 and 17 October 1990 on the draft 
amendments and proposed modifications 
A Series: Reports - B Series: Motions for Resolutions, Oral Questions 
s~C _:~!ffi\~'1'B'equ~ring a stngle reading 
- C Series: Documents recetved from other Institutions (e.g. Consulta~ons) 
I **11 I = 
EJ-
Cooparation procedure (second readtng) which requires the votes of a m/J}Orlty of the cu"ent 
Members of Parliament for rejectiop~ a'!l!l~'11 51 fin • /Part C B = Cooparation procedure (first reading) Parliamentary assent which requifJFtlle J&lJs of a majority of the cu"ent Members of Parliament 

.., 
Voting result Edition 19/10/90 
Page 1 : 
Line Title classif. 1 Nr. & Autor of ffrend ./M:xi i f. Line Coomi tnents Payments I Other mxtifications 1 Vote 
cct-f.1ISSIO'II PART "A" 
AOlO Administrative appropriations I'Ol. A5069 M. l.PWSSOJRE, RAPPffiTElR CHL\P10 17,419,000 17,419,000 Jldopted by 
l'l:E 25/0/0 
A01176 Freelance translators I'Ol. A 653 EI..R)flfJil-.l DEMXRATIC GJUJP A0117G pTI pTI NEW LINE Rejected by 
l'l:E ~ 3/14/1 
A018 Staff serving in third countries I'Ol. A5067 M. l..PMI\SSOJRE' RAPPffiTErn HEAD I~ Jldopted by 
l'l:E 23/1/1 
A0207 Construction of buildings I'Ol. A5066 M. I..J!Ml\SSOJRE' RAPPffiTElR A0207 pTI pn Jldopted by 
OCE 25/0/0 
A0254 European Youth Forun I'Ol. A144 CCM-1IffiE 00 YaJTH, CULAAE A0254 400,000 400,000 Oral arrend. 
OCE 19/6/0 
300.000 
A555 SOCIALIST Gm.JP A0254 400,000 400,000 Covered by 
A02553 Conferences, congresses and A02553 
prev. vote 
I'Ol. A 107 M. PRICE, E.A. 200,000 200,000 ~ Jldopted by 
rreet i ngs for inspectors and fund OCE COI'Jl) A02510 -500,000 -500,000 26/0/0 
adninistrators in the M.S. 
A02600 Studies and consultations I'Ol. A5065 M. l..PMI\SSOJRE. RAPPffiTElR A02600 698,000 698,000 Jldopted by 
t«:E REJ.M<.S 26/0/0 
NYlB Buildings, eq..~ipT~ents and to\ A5073 M. l..PMI\SSOJRE. RAPPffiTElR AO'l/3 2,155,000 2,155,000 Jldopted by 
miscellaneous operating t«:E ~ 26/0/0 
expenditure in third countries 
A5068 M. l..PMI\SSOJRE. RAPPffiTElR HEAD I~ Jldopted by 
26/0/0 
PD2.900 Managerrent of shared-cost act ion to\ A5064 M. l..PMI\SSOJRE. RAPPffiTElR 1,430,000 1,430,000 Jldopted by 
t«:E 26/0/0 
A04 Support administrative to\ fl5007 M. ~. RAPPffiTElR lRANSFER ITEMS Jldopted by 
expenditures (mini budget) t«:E REJvM<S 26/0/0 
A0301 European Institute for South and to\ A 242 CCM-1ITTEE 00 EXT. Ecrtl. RELAT. A0301 200,000 200,000 REJ.M<.S Rejected by 
South-East Asian Studies t«:E 0/26/0 
A03020 Europe-Latin Jlmeri ca Institute I'Ol. A 149 CCM-1ITTEE <J.J YaJTH, CUL ME A03020 500,000 500,000 Rejected by 
t«:E 2/24/0 
A 597 Gm.JP OF lHE GREENS IN 1HE EP A03020 500,000 500,000 Covered by 
A03021 Subsidies to support the A03021 10,000,000 10,000,000 ~ 
prev. vote 
Jill!\ A 518 M. l.Af'{iES ET M. COI.1J>1 I ~VAL decision 
demx:rat i zat ion process in Central t«:E HEAD I~ postponed 
Alerica 
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Line Title classif. 1 Nr. & Autor of Arend./Modif. Line Canni tments Payrrents I Other IOOdi fications I Vote 
C<JIMISSI~ PART "A" 
A494 GFUJP OF EI..R. PEOPLE Is PARTY NJ3021 10,000,000 10,000,000 HOOII'l> decision 
postponed 
A 81 M. ARIAS CANETE, E.A. AA3021 9,000,000 9,000,000 decision 
postponed 
A03030 Subsidies for certain activities rm A 69 LEGAL AFFAIRS CC:J.t.UillE AfJ3,(E.J 400,000 400,000 ~ decision 
of NGOs - humanitarian aims and OCE postponed 
human rights 200.000 
A 441 LEFT l.J.JilY GRlJP A03030 205,000 205,000 decision 
postponed 
A100 POLITICAL AFFAIRS CCt+1IillE A03030 400,000 400,000 HEPDII'l> decision 
COOl) NJ3031 -200,000 -200,000 ~ postponed 
A 621 GIUJP OF THE GREENS IN 1HE EP NJ3tJ30 400,000 400,000 HOOII'l> decision 
COOl) NJ3031 -200,000 -200,000 ~ postponed 
A 569 E\.RlPEPN l.J.JITID LEFT GRlJP A03030  decision 
HEADII'l> ~stponed A03032 European forun for migrant workers rm A568 E\.RlPEPN l.J.JITID LEFT GFUJP NJ3032 500,000 500,000 NEW LINE jected by 
f'l:E ~ 2/23/1 
Subsidies for European forun for rm A109 POLITICAL AFFAIRS CCt+1IillE NJ3032 200,000 200,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
migrants and infonnation on racism f'l:E REJ.M<S 4/22/0 
and xenophobia 
A622 GIUJP OF 1l£ GREENS IN 1HE EP NJ3032 200,000 200,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
~ 1/23/0 
A0304 Subsidies to organizations rm A553 SOCIALIST GfU.JP A0304 225,000 225,000  Pdopted by 
advancing the idea of Europe OCE 23/1/0 
A03f:lj() Participation in the orvanization rm A 111 CCt+1IillE ~ Ya.ITH, aJLT\.H: A03050 100,000 100,000 Pdopted by 
of congresses and occas1onal f'l:E 24/0/0 
meeti~s 
NJ3(1S1 4,500,000 Pdopted by A03051 Camumty presence at the 1992 tO\ A 112 CCt+1IillE ~ YaJTH, QJLT\.H: 4,500,000 ~ 
Olyrrpic Gares at Albertville and f'l:E 24/0/0 
Barcelona 
A 82 M. ARIAS CJ!l£TE, E.A. NJ3(1S1 4,500,000 4,500,000 Covered by 




PlJ3(1S5 Camunity participation in Expo 92 I'D\ A 80 M. ARIAS CANETE, E.A. A03055 348,000 348,000 Rejected by 
in Seville f'l:E 1/23/0 
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Line Title classif. 1 Nr. & Autor of Pflend./Modif. Line Coomi tments Payments 1 Other rrodifications Vote 
C0+1ISSIOO PART "A" 
A156 CCM-1ITIEE 00 Ya.JTH, OJLTI.H: A03055 250,000 250,000 ~ted by 
and A04055 0 0 1/0 
A466 RAittnl GJUJP A03055 RfM4.Rl<S Covered by 
prev. vote 
A599 GJUJP OF lHE GREENS IN 11£ EP A03055 -1,350,000 -1,350,000 REMI\RKS Covered by 
and A04055 prev. vote 
A03056 Carm.mity participation in Genoa 1'1)0. A 113 CCM-1ITIEE 00 Ya.JTH, OJL li.H: A03056 120,000 120,000 .adopted by 
International Exhibition I'{:E 24/0/0 
A 467 RAite:W GJUJP A03056 fDMKS Rejected by 
1/23/1 
A600 GJUJP OF lHE GREENS IN 1l£ EP A03056 -390,000 -390,000 Rejected by 
and A04056 -110,000 -110,000 1/23/1 
NJ3f:£>7 European Festival of History 1'1)0. A389 LIBERAL PKJ DEKX:RATIC GfWP A03057 100,000 100,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
NCE REW\PKS 1/23/1 
NJ3fS3 Support for the 1991 World Student 1'1)0. A142 ca+1ITIEE ~ YWTH, OJI..li.H: N13l1S8 1,000,000 1,000,000 NEW LINE Decision 
Games in Sheffield (ll<) NCE postponed 
PIJ3(£,g Support for the activities of the to\ A143 CCM-1ITIEE 00 YWTH, OJL li.H: A03059 200,000 200,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
European Youth Parliament I'{:E 1/23/0 
A390 LIBERAL PKJ DEMXRATIC GfWP A03059 200,000 200,000 NEW LINE Covered by 
prev. vote 
fJIJ3tXJ T~twinning schemes in the to\ A 221 CCf+UTIEE ~ REGI~. flOUT. NJ300 7,000,000 7,000,000 Oral amend. 
European Carrrun i ty I'{:E 24/0/0 
2.000.000 
A 114 CXJoMITIEE ~ YWTH, OJLli.H: PI.BfSJ 2,700,000 2,700,000 ~ITEMS Covered by 
and NJ3001 900,000 900,000 RE1M<S prev. vote 
and A04060 300,000 300,000 
eta A04061 100,000 100,000 
A505 SOCIALIST GJUJP NJ3000 2,700,000 2,700,000 ~ITEMS Covered by 
and PD'3001 900,000 900,000 RaM<$ prev. vote 
and A04060 300,000 300,000 
eta A04061 100,000 100,000 
NJ307 Subsidies to higher education to\ A 601 GmJP OF THE GREENS IN 1l£ EP NJ307 450,000 450,000 REJ.M<S Oral amend. 
institutions NCE 24/0/0 
30.000 
A 487 GJUJP OF El.R. PaRE'S PMTY NJ307 200,000 200,000 R£i'oM<S Covered by 
pr.ev. vote 
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Line Title classif. 1 Nr. & Autor of Pmend.J'tvbdif. Line Carmibrents Payments 1 Other rrodifications I Vote 
CGf.1ISSirn PART "A" 
A139 ca+1ITTEE rn YWTH, CULlURE A0307 175,000 175,000 REJ.M<S Covered by 
prev. vote 
A 519 SOCIALIST GIUJP A0307 175,000 175,000 REMARKS Rejected b~ 
4/20/0 
PlJ3(13 Establishment of a European tO\ A 115 ca+1ITTEE rn YWTH, CUL lURE PlJ3(13 100,000 100,000 HOOI~ Pdopted by 
institute for research on Eastern OCE REMARKS 24/0/0 
Europe 
Covered by A 507 SOCIALIST GIUJP PlJ3(13 100,000 100,000 HOOit-C 
REW\RKS ~v. vote 
NJ300 Other subsidies tO\ A538 SOCIALIST GIUJP NJ300 325,000 325,000 REJ.M<S jected b.> 
OCE 1/23/0 
A 99 ca+1ITTEE rn \t.tKN'S RIGfTS NJ300 300,000 300,000 Rejected b.> 
1/23/0 
A571 ~ U'IITED LEFT GIU.IP NJ300 200,000 200,000 REJ.M<S Rejected b} 
2/22/0 
A 70 LEGt\1... AFFAIRS ca+1ITTEE NJ300 20,000 20,000 Pdopted by 
24/0/0 
A0311 New premises for the Foundation tO\ A 359 GIUJP OF EI.R. DEMX. ALLIPH:E A0311 700,000 700,000 Decision 
for the I"1'rovement of Living and OCE postponed 
Working Conditions 
Pdopted by A0320 Cost of organizi~ traineeships tO\ 115037 M. ~. RAPPCRTEl.R A0320 110,000 110,000 REMt\RKS 
with the institut1on OCE 24/0/0 
A0322 Support for international non- tO\ A 116 ca+1ITTEE rn YClJTH, aJL lURE A0322 100,000 100,000 ~ Oral amend. 
govemnental youth organizations OCE 24/0/0 
40.000 
A03250 Subsidy for the College of Europe, tO\ A135 ca+1ITTEE rn YWTH, CUL 1rnE A03250 190,000 190,000 Adopted by 
Bruges OCE 24/0/0 
A602 GfOJP OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP A03250 -130,000 -130,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
A03251 Contribution tONards the cost of tO\ A136 ca+1ITTEE rn YWTH, CULlURE A03251 30,000 30,000 Pdopted by 
the 1 i brary, Co 11 ege of Europe, OCE 24/0/0 
Bruges 
Pdopted by A03252 Jean MJnnet Chair at the College tO\ A 137 ca+1ITTEE rn YWTH, CULlURE A03252 30,000 30,000 
of Europe, Bruges OCE 23/1/0 




Line Title classif. I Nr. & Autor of Anend.M:x:lif. Line 
CCJ.t1ISSICJ.l PAAT "A" 
A03253 Support for scientific to\ A138 a»tiTTEE 00 YruTH, CUl ~ A03253 
publications, colloquia and N:E 
seminars by the Co 11 ege of Europe 
A604 GJUJP OF ltiE GREENS IN THE EP A03253 
A03260 European schoo 1 s to\ A5063 M. ~. RAPR:RTEI.R A03260 
N:E 
A605 GFU.IP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP A03260 
A0327 Grant for a World Youth Congress to\ A 89 M. COI...G1 I NAVAL, E.A. A0327 
as part of 'Paris 89' N:E 
A03'lB Europe in the universities to\ A 117 CCM-1ITTEE 00 Y<lJlll, a.JI..~ A03'lB 
N:E and A04'lB 
A360 GJUJP OF EI.R. DEMJC. ALL!At£E A03'lB 
A0329 European Law Acaden!Y to\ A 72 LEGAL AFFAIRS C£Mo1ITTEE A0329 
N:E 
Subsidy for Altiero Spinelli 10\ A 118 C£Mo1ITTEE 00 Y<lJlll, OJI..l\H: NJ329 
Institute of Federalist Studies N:E 
A03520 Sectorial studies and 10\ A171 C£Mo1ITTEE ECDJ. t0-4. AFF. A03520 
consultations relating to .N:E and .A04520 
caJl)etition 
A03521 Merger contro 1 10\ A 157 C£Mo1ITTEE ECDJ. t0-4. AFF. A03521 
N:E and A04521 
A03531 Controls, studies, analyses in NlA A100 M. PRICE, E.A. A03531 
connection with the fight against N:E 
fraud 
A0354 Tax hanronization and cCJI'1)Uterized 10\ A5016 M. l..J!MO.SSClM, ~ A0354 
custans neb«>rk for fraud N:E 
prevention 
A 71 LEGAL AFFAIRS C£Mo1ITTEE A0354 
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Line Title classif. I Nr. & Autor of J'frend./M:x:lif. Line Camti bnents Payrrents I Other roodifications 1 Vote 
CCM-1ISSHJ-4 PART "A" 
A0355 Coordination of custans and tax tO\ A5014 M. ~. RAPPORfE\.R A0355 200,000 200,000 ~ Mopted by 
inspections t-«;E 22/0/0 
A0356 Studies and consultations on tO\ A5015 M. ~. RAPPCRTElR A0356 500,000 500,000 ~ Mopted by 
statutory contributions and charges t-«;E 22/0/0 
A03570 Associations of lawyers for trn A lOS M. PRICE, E.A. A03570 100,000 100,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
protection of Camtunity's t-«;E ~ 0/22/0 
financial interests 
A0451 Trade protection activities, tO\ A244 aJ+tiTTEE GJ EXT. E~. RELAT. A0451 50,000 50,000 ~ Rejected by 
including verifications and expert t-«;E 0/22/0 
reports 
A04531 Controls, studies, analyses in rm A106 M. PRICE, E.A. A04531 796,000 796,000 ~ Rejected by 
connection with the fight against t-«;E SOfEilJLE 1/21/0 
fraud 
B8 Support adrrrinistrative ~I- M. ~. RAPfl(RJ'M TRPHSFER ITEMS Pdopted by expenditures (mini budget) ~ 22/0/0 
PlANT PRll.DS 
811023 Premiun for incorporation of rm M411 GIUJ> OF 11£ ~ RIGIT 811023 1,000,000 1,000,000 Rejected by 
cerea 1 s in feed CE 2/29/0 
M625 G1UJ> OF ll£ GREENS IN 11£ EP 811023 65,000,000 65,000,000 Rejected by 
811030 Coresponsibil ity levy 
carp 811011 -65, 000, 000 -65,000,000 1/30/0 
rm M 191 C(HIIITTEE ~ PLiRIOJll\.H: 811030 623' 000' 000 623,000,000 DELm ITEMS Rejected by CE ~ 2/29/0 
M402 GIUJ> OF TiiE ~ RIGIT 811030 623,000,000 623,000,000 Covered by 




M478 GIUJ> OF ELR. PEOPLE'S PARTY 811030 200, 000, 000 200,000,000 REJ.M<S Jldopted by 
carp81100 -200,000,000 -200,000,000 15/2/12 
PE 144.175/C/def 
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Line Title classif. I Nr. & Autor of ~trend .Jt.Wi f. Line Carmi trrents Pa)frents 1 other mxiifications 1 Vote 
Pl...lWT PRD.X:TS 
811031 Aid to small producers to\ M403 GRJJP OF lHE EI..R)pfflN RIGIT 811031 23,000,000 23,000,000 Rejected by 
CE 2/24/0 
811032 Additional coresponsibility levy to\ M485 GRJJP OF Ern. PEOPLE'S PARTY 811032 311,000,000 311,000,000 ~ Rejected by 
CE DELffi ITEMS 2/22/1 
M404 GIUJP OF lHE ElR)I'E.I)N RIGIT 811032 311,000,000 311,000,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
M 192 CCM'1IffiE 00 PffiiCUL ll..RE 811032 125,000,000 125,000,000 REMARKS Rejected by 
2/22/1 
M 477 GfUIP OF Ern. PEOPLE'S PARTY 811032 100,000,000 100,000,000 REMA.RKS Pdopted by 
carp 81100 -100,000,000 -100,000,000 14/10/2 
81104 Rice to\ M 595 GRJJP OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP 811040 -10,000,000 -10,000,000 Rejected by 
CE and 811041 -5,000,000 -5,000,000 2/23/0 
811210 Production aid 
carp 811043 15,000,000 15,000,000 
to\ M536 SOCIALIST GRJJP 811210 317,000,000 317,000,000 REMA.RKS Pdopted by 
CE carp 8040 -317,000,000 -317,000,000 24/1/0 
M 83 M. AAIAS CN'£TE, E.A. 811210 317,000,000 317,000,000 Covered by 
811220 Consumption aid 
carp 8040 -317,000,000 -317,000,000 prev. vote 
to\ M 537 SOCIALIST GfUIP 811220 145,000,000 145,000,000 ~ Pdopted by 
CE carp 8040 -145,000,000 -145,000,000 24/VO 
M 84 M. AAIAS CN'£TE, E.A. 811220 145,000,000 145,000,000 Covered by 
carp 8040 -145,000,000 -145,000,000 ~rev. vote 
81124 other intervention for o 1 i ve oi 1 to\ M 495 GfUIP OF Ern. PEOPLE'S PARTY 81124 49,000,000 49,000,000 jected by 
CE 7/18/0 
81129 Stabilization rTEChanism for to\ M 193 0Jtt.1ITTEE 00 PffiiCUL ll..RE 81129 pn pn NEW LINE Pdopted by 
consuner prices in the oils and CE REMARKS 2V3/l 
fats sector 
Price stabilization ITE!Chanism in M440 LEFT ~IlY GfUIP 81129 pn pn NEW LINE Covered by 
the oils and fats sector REW\Rt'-5 prev. vote 
81141 Cotton to\ M194 CCM\1IffiE 00 PffiiCUL ll..RE 81141 160,000,000 160,000,000 Rejected by 
CE 7/20/0 
M 452 LEFT ~IlY GfUIP 81141 60,000,000 60,000,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
811503 Carpensation to encourage to\ Ml95 CCt+1IffiE 00 PffiiCUL ll..RE 811503 10,000,000 10,000,000 Rejected by 
processing of citrus fruits CE 9/12/0 
811504 Citrus register to\ M196 CCt+1IffiE ct4 PffiiCUL ll..RE 811504 8,000,000 8,000,000 HEADII'I2 Pdopted by 
CE 18/6/0 
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Line Title classif. 1 Nr. l Putor of Pmend.hbdif. Line Canni bnents Payments 1 Other roodifications I Vote 
PLANT Pfmos 
811506 Pramtion measures to\ M 197 aMtiTIEE m AGRIW. 1\JlE 811506 20,000,000 20,000,000 Rejected by 
CE 12/12/0 811507 ttats to\ M198 <Dt1ITIEE <JI PaUaJll'lR: 811507 10,000,000 10,000,000 w~b~ CE 811509 Other intervention tllA M626 GIUJP OF 1l£ GREENS IN ll£ EP 811509 100,000,000 100,000,000 R9M<S Rejected 6y 
CE carp 811501 -100,000,000 -100,000,000 2/18/0 
811513 Production aid for processed dried NlA M496 GJUJP OF ElR. PEOPLE'S PARTY 811513 23,000,000 23,000,000 Rejected by fnape products · ·a 8/14/1 811610 ntervention storage of wine and toe. M199 ca+1ITTEE <J1 AGRICUI..lURE 811610 5,000,000 5,000,000 Rejected by t - CE 12/13/0 81163 ~o~ the. use of nust to\ M200 ca+1ITIEE m AGRia.t.lURE 81163 10,000,000 10;000,000 Rejected by CE 12/13/0 81171 Pnmluns for tobacco tO\ M628 GIWP OF 1l£ GREENS IN 1l£ EP 81171 -565,000,000 -565,000,000 REJtM<S Rejected by 
CE c:arp 81400 565,000,000 565,000,000 12/1411 81184 POSEIID1 progr anne - Plant products Nl' M 201 aJtMITTEE m AGRIOJL 1lRE 81184 11,000,000 11,000,000 =ted by CE c:cnp 8040 -11,000,000 -11,000,000 1/0 
ANiftW.. PRnrrS 
812070 Linear levy NlA M405 GIUJP OF 11£ BRHAN RIQiT 812070 313,000,000 313,000,000 ~~by CE 
M202 <DMITTEE m AGRiaJL.llR: 812070 240,000,000 240,000,000 Re~ected by 01410 
M484 G1DJP a=:· BR. PEOPLE'S PARTY· 812070 234,750,000 234,750,000 REM\A(S ··~~·by 
M548 SOCIALIST GIWP 812070 79,000,000 79,000,000 REJtM<S =ted by 
GRiiP OF BR. PEOPLE'S PARTY 3/1 M 479 812070 RBM<S =ted by 812072 Speeial levy·on intensive dairy 3/1 NlA M445 LEFT .l.NITY. GIWP 812072 pn pn NEW LINE Rejected by fanns CE REMAA<S 5/22/0 
Levy on intensive production fO\ M203 aJttiTTEE m AGRiaJl1URE 812072 -40,000,000 -40,000,000 NEW LINE Rejected b) 
CE REMAA<S 16/16/0 81210 Refunds on beef/veal NlA M594 GIUJP OF 1l£ GREENS IN 1l£ EP 81210 -200,000,000 -200,000,000 Pajected b) 
CE CCJ11) 812101 200,000,000 200,000,000 V29/0 
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Line Title classif. 1 Nr. & Autor of Arend./t-tx:lif. Line Camritments Payrrents I Other roodifications I Vote 
JINII'W.. PRaU:TS 
812114 Depreciation of stocks 1'0\ M204 OM1ITTEE ~ AGRlaJL ~ 812114 250,000,000 250,000,000 Rejected by 
CE 13/16/0 
812120 Premiuns for suckler cows 1'0\ M382 GIUJP OF ElR. DEMX. Al..LIPH::E 812120 32,000,000 32,000,000 Rejected by 
CE 2/25/0 
812121 Special premium 1'0\ M483 GIUJP OF ElR. PEOPLE 1 S PAAlY 812121 60,000,000 60,000,000 Rejected by 
CE 11/16/0 
M205 OM1ITTEE ~ AGRIQJL l1H: 812121 40,000,000 40,000,000 Rejected by 
14/16/0 
M383 GIUJP OF ElR. DEMX. Al..LIPH::E 812121 40,000,000 40,000,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
812130 Caf1:>ensation measures to control 1'0\ M 482 GIUJP OF ElR. PEOPLE'S PAAlY 812130 500, 000, 000 500,000,000 NEW LINE" Rejected by 
diseases CE coop 81210 -200,000,000 -200,000,000 REW.RKS 11/16/0 
812220 Ewe premi uns 1'0\ M384 GIUJP OF ElR. DEMX. Al..LIPH::E 812220 200, 000, 000 200,000,000 Rejected by 
CE 3/25/0 
81251 Poseidan prograrrrne - 1 ivestock 1'0\ M206 OM1ITTEE ~ AGRiaJL ~ 81251 3,000,000 3,000,000 Pdopted by 
products section CE coop B040 -3,000,000 -3,000,000 25/0/0 
PK:ILLARY EXPEIDI"TlH: 
81320 M:>netary C<J11)erlsatory anDI.B'lts in 1'0\ M406 GJUJP OF TI-E EI.RlPfPH RIGIT 81320 -147,000,000 -147,000,000 Rejected by 
intra-Ccmrunity trade CE 3/21/0 
81321 M:>netary C<J11)erlsatory anDI.B'lts in 1'0\ M 407 GfO.JP OF 11£ EI.RlPfPH RIGIT 81321 -63,000,000 -63,000,000 Rejected by 
trade with third countries CE 3/21/0 
81350 DISTRHlJTI~ OF AGRiaJl..lUW.. 1'0\ M 207 CCM-1ITTEE ~ AGRIW. ~ 81350 20,000,000 20,000,000 ~ted by 
PIUJ.X:TS TO DEPRIVED PERS(J'6 IN CE /0 
lHE a:J.M.J'<IIlY 
M 379 GJUJP OF ElR. DEMX. Al..LIPK:E 81350 15,000,000 15,000,000 Covered by 
~v. vote 81360 II£ASURES TO CXJ13AT FFW.D AFFECTINJ 1'0\ M 412 GIUJP OF 11£ EI.RlPfPH RIGIT 81360 5,000,000 5,000,000 jected by 
lHE EAGGF G..lA.RPHTEE SECTICN CE 3/20/0 
M200 OM1ITTEE CN JIGRiaJL l1H: 81360 4,000,000 4,000,000 Pdopted by 
25/0/0 
813800 Aid for small producers of arable 1'0\ M448 LEFT ~IlY GRlJP 813800 211,000,000 211,000,000 Pdopted by 
crops CE 22/3/0 
PE 144.175/C/def 
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Pa}'Treflts 1 Other tmdifications I Vote Line Title classif. I Nr. & Autor of Pfrend./tbiif. 
.AU:ILL.AAY EXPEI'UilrnE 
M499 GmJP OF EI.R. PEOPLE'S PAAlY 
M 547 SOCIALIST GfUJP 
813802 Aid for small cotton producers r-m M 219 CCM>'IITTEE 00 PGRIOJllrnE 
CE 
M 449 LEFT l.NilY GmJP 
813804 Suckle~~ premilm for mixed herds t-m M 381 GmJP OF EI.R. DB«. Alli.AKE 
CE 
813805 Ewe premillll in less-favoured and r-m M380 GmJP OF EI.R. 00«. ALLI.AKE 
mountain and hill areas CE 
813806 J!gricultural insurance system r-m M 552 SOCIALIST GRJJP 
CE 
81381 Quality prarotion rreasures 1'{}1\ M 551 SOCIALIST GRJJP 
CE 
M209 CCM>'IITTEE 00 PGRIOJllrnE 
81382 Information on rural developrent tO\ 
CE 
M220 CCM>'IITTEE 00 PGRIOJllrnE 
M 361 GmJP OF EI.R. DB«. Alli.AU:E 
81383 Other rural developrent activities tO\ M 210 CCM>'IITTEE 00 N>RIClA..lrnE 
CE 
81389 Other rural deve 1 oprent rreasures tO\ M 362 GmJP OF EI.R. 00«. Alli.AU:E 
CE 
SET-ASIDE 
81400 Set-aside - Guarantee Section share tO\ M 211 CCM>'IITTEE 00 JIGRICUllrnE 
CE 
M 546 SOCIALIST GIUJP 
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Line Title classif. 1 Nr. & Autor of Anend./t-bdif. Line Camritrrents Pa)1'llents I Other roodifications I Vote 
SET-ASIDE 
M400 GIUIP OF lHE E.I.RlPEPN RIG-IT 81400 -100,000,000 -100,000,000 Covered by 
81401 Extensification 
prev. vote 
l'flll. M480 GIUIP OF ElR. PEOPLE'S PARTY 81401 100,000,000 100,000,000 NEW LINE WithdriKl 
CE Call> 81100 -100,000,000 -100,000,000 REM4R<S 
81600 Speci a 1 Jronetary reserve for l'flll. M 391 LIBERAL PKl OEMX:RATIC Gm.JP 81600 1~300,000,000 1,300,000,000 NEW LINE WithdriWl 
Genman unification CE REM4R<S 
Reserve for agricultural prices M 481 GIUIP OF ElR. PEOPLE'S PARTY 81600 500,000,000 500, 000, 000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
199V92 REM4R<S 12/16/0 
Reserve for specific measures in M550 SOCIALIST GIUIP 81600 pn pn NEW LINE Rejected by 
the case of a crisis in the and 8040 500, 000, 000 500, 000, 000 REM4R<S 12/13/0 
agricultural sector 
Reserve for the fann price review 
1990-1992 
M 432 LEFT ~IlY GIUIP 81600 pn pn NEW LINE Rejected by 
REM4R<S 1/23/0 
8170 Special reserve l'flll. M434 LEFT ~IlY Gm.JP 8170 pn pn NEW LINE Rejected by 
CE REM4R<S 3/19/0 
81700 Reserves for unforeseeab 1 e market tm M 470 GmJP OF ElR. PEOPLE'S PARTY 81700 400, 000, 000 400, 000, 000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
recessions CE REM6R<S 12/16/0 
EAGGF G..llr:::w¥:E 
821 Structural funds rrn A5001 M. ~. RAPPCRrElR I3RfPJ<lX'it,N ITEMS Pdopted by 
NCE HEAD I~ 28/0/0 
REM4R<S 
NEW LINE 
A 341 M. ~. IDJELL, E.A. ElREAI<J:Xltt.l ITEMS Covered by 
REM4R<S prev. vote 
PE 144.175/C/def 
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Line Title classif. 1 Nr. & Autor of Jlmend./Modif. Line Ccmni1:m:!nts Payrrents I Other roodifications I Vote 
EPC:CF GJIOI'KE 
B21012 Specific structural development 1\1)1\ A 212 ca+1ITTEE 00 AGRICUL TI.H: B21012 JXl1 JXl1 NEW LINE ~ted by 
rreasures in the floricultural NCE /3 
sector 
B2110 Marketing and processing of Ill\ A636 GIUIP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP B2110 9,000,000 1,500,000 SCHEIJJLE Rejected by 
fishery products NCE 2/23/0 
B215 Structura 1 fund for the envi roment Ill\ A50CJ3 M. lPW\SSOJRE, ~TE\.R B215 90,000,000 35,000,000 NEW LINE Jldopted by 
NCE RfMA.RKS 23/0/0 
SCHEilJLE 
EJVF 
B22000 EJVF- Contribution to Carrrunity Ill\ A 222 ca+1ITTEE 00 REGIOO. FU..IT. B22000 REJ.Wl<S Mopted by 
support frcm:w>rks NCE 17/0/2 
A588 GIUIP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP B22000 ~ Covered by prev. vote 
A609 GIUIP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP REJ.Wl<S Covered by prev. vote 
B22001 EJVF - Contribution to programs of Ill\ A5009 M. ~. RAPPCRTEI.R B22001 66,500,000 50,000,000 RfMA.RKS Oral emend. 
Camunity initiatives NCE SCHEilJLE 19/3/5 
CG1 '344 
A344 M. LO GIUDICE, E.A. B22001 1,000,000 1,000,000 ~ Covered by 
~v. vote 
A223 aM-1ITTEE 00 REGIOO. FU..IT. REJ.Wl<S jected by 
2/24/0 
A585 GIUIP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP B22001 ~ Rejected by 
1/25/0 
A611 GIUIP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP RfWR<S Rejected by 
1/25/0 
B2202 Measures in favour of the 1\1)1\ A 393 LIBERAL PH) DE.J«RATIC GRlJP B2202 200, 000, 000 200, 000, 000 NEW LINE Withdraw'! 
peripheral maritime regions of the NCE REW\RKS 
European Camuni ty 
El.R:lPEft-4 SOCIAL F\..ID 
PE 144.175/C/def 
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Line Title classif. I Nr. & Autor of Jlmend . /T'bdi f. Line Page 13 = Carmi trrents Pa.YI'I'Ents I Other rn:x:lifications I Vote 
EI..FDPEJIN SOCIAL RID 
823001 ESF - Contribution to COilT!l.ITlity [}!\ A 330 CCMvliTTEE (]II SOC. AFFAIRS 823001 100,000,000 100,000,000 Rejected by programs 1'-l:E 1/23/0 
A589 GfUJP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP 823001 100,000,000 100,000,000 Covered by 
823BIS En vi Y'OI'lll'!nt prarot ion fund 195,000,000 I NEW LINE pr-ev. vote [}!\ A596 GfUJP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP B23BIS 195,000,000 Covered by 
1'-l:E and 1382418 5,230,000 5,230,000 I SCHIDJLE prev. vote 
corrp B430 -28,291,000 -16,701,000 I RIJ.Wli<S 24/1/0 
carp 13843 -5,230,000 
-5,230,ooo 1 
OTHER s:rn..DURAL OPERATI(]IIS 
82400 Specific programme for devel~t [}!\ A 224 ca+tiTTEE (]II REGIOO. POI...IT. 82400 Re4ARKS Rejected by 
of Portuguese industry (PEDIP - 1'-l:E 6/9/6 
Jlddit. contribution 
A 587 GIUJP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP 82400 REW\RKS Rejected by 
2/18/0 
A509 GfUIP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP 82400 REW\RKS Rejected by 
3/17/0 82410 Preparation and iltl>lementation of [}!\ A 225 ca+tiTTEE (]II REGIOO. POL. IT. 82410 7,645,000 8,145,000 REW\RKS Rejected by 
Camunity support frarra-.orks and 1'-l:E SCHIDJLE 0/20/0 
technical assistance 
A5010 M.~.~ 82410 500,000 1,000,000 REW\RKS ~ted by 
SCHIDJLE /0 
A506 GIUJP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP R9'MKS Rejected by 
1/19/0 
A586 GIUJP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP 82410 REW\RKS Rejected by 
2/18/0 82411 Assessment of structural operations [}!1. A 226 ca+tiTTEE (]II REG I (]II. POI...IT. 82411 600,000 600,000 SCHIDJLE Rejected by 
1'-l:E 0/18/0 
A5011 M.~.~ 82411 500,000 500,000 REW\RKS Pdopted by 
SCHIDJLE 18/0/0 82412 Monitoring of programmes N[}!l. A500 GIUJP OF Ern. PEOPLE Is PARTY 82412 530,000 530,000 REW\RKS Withdrawn 
iltl>lemented within the frarra-.ork. OCE 
of the structural Funds 
PE 144.175/C/def 
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Line Title classif. 1 Nr. & Autor of ~./Modif. Line Camritnents Pa.}'I'Tents I Other rrodifications I Vote 
OTHER STJU:ll..RAL OPERATI<m 
A 227 CCJ+'IITTEE a'4 REGIG4. POUT. 82412 330,000 330,000 Rejected by 
0/1810 
A5012 M. ~. RAPPaUElR 82412 130,000 130,000 R£Ma.R<S Pdopted by 
1810/0 
011-IER AGRICUL lUW.. OPERATI<m 
82500 Set-aside tO\ M 213 CCJ+'IITTEE 00 AGRICUL 1lH: 82500 HEPDit«; Pdopted by 
CE 1810/0 
M 624 GRl.JP OF 1HE GREENS IN THE EP 82500 R£Ma.R<S Rejected by 
and 82501 1/1810 
M409 GIUJP OF 11-E ElRlPEPH RIGHT 82500 -100,000,000 -100,000,000 Rejected by 
1/1810 82501 lncane aid tO\ M 214 CCJ+'IITTEE a'4 AGRICUL.TIH: 82501 200, 000, 000 200, 000, 000 Rejected by 
CE 3/17/0 
M 471 GfWP OF ElR. PEOPLE'S PARTY 82501 100,000,000 100, 000, 000 Rejected by 
10/15/0 
M 413 GRlJP OF 1HE ElRlPEPH RIGHT 82501 50,000,000 50,000,000 Rejected by 
1/23/0 82502 Protection of traditional species tO\ A623 GIUJP OF 1HE GREENS IN 1l£ EP 82502 20,000,000 20,000,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
of animals and plants in ta carp 82500 -20,000,000 -20,000,000 8117/0 ~iculture 
825100 D1sease eradication progrannes tO\ M 215 CCJ+'IITTEE a'4 AGRICUL.ll.H: 825100 40,000,000 40,000,000 Rejected by 
CE 2/19/0 
M 463 ElRlPEPH OO«RATIC GIUJP 825100 ~ Rejected by 
825110 Measures to control and camat 3/16/0 tm M 414 GfWP OF 11-E ElRlPEPH RIGHT 825110 4,000,000 4,000,000 Rejected by fraud CE 1/1810 82514 Training and infonnation ~ A 473 GfWP OF ElR. PEOPLE'S PAATY 82514 1,000,000 1,300,000 R£Ma.R<S Oral amend. 
ta SCHEilJLE 1810/0 
CG1 216 
A 216 aJ+tiTTEE a'4 AGRICUL ~ 82514 1,000,000 1,300,000 R£Ma.R<S Covered by 
prev. vote 
A472 GfWP OF ElR. PEOPLE'S PAATY 82514 1,000,000 1,000,000 R£Ma.R<S Covered by 
SCHIDJLE prev. vote 
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Line Title classif. 1 Nr. & Autor of Arend./Modif. Line Carmitments Pa}'trents 1 Other rrodifications 1 Vote 
OlHER .AGRICUL lURAL OPERATIGIS 
A358 GfO..IP OF E.tR J:)f}oiX. ALLI.Al£E 82514 1,000,000 1,000,000 SCHEilJLE Covered by 
82515 Forestry Ill\ A 217 ca"'nmE rn AGRICUL llRE 
I'CE 




A504 GfO..IP OF ~. PEOPLE'S PAATY 82515 21,364,000 22,764,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
A446 LEFT lJIIIlY GIUJP 82515 16,364,000 11,364,000 SCHEilJlE Covered by 
carp -1,364,000 -1,364,000 prev. vote 
A 415 GfO..IP OF lHE EI.RJf'EJ)H RIGfT 82515 10,000,000 10,000,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
A 493 GfO..IP OF ~. PEOPLE'S PAATY 82515 5,000,000 2,400,000 REW\RKS. Pdopted by 
SCHIDJLE 18/3/1 
OlHER REGIGW... OPERATIGIS 
826001 Prarotion of interregional Ill\ A228 mMiffiE 00 REGIOO. POUT. 
cooperative options I'CE 
826001 2,500,000 2,500,000 SCHEilJLE Pdopted by 
17/0/1 
A433 LEFT lJIIIlY G1UJP 826001 2,500,000 2,500,000 SCHEilJLE Covered by 
A629 GfOJP OF 11£ GREENS IN lHE EP 826001 2,500,000 2,500,000 SCHEIJ..IlE 
prev. vote 
Covered by 
82601 Business and innovation centres 82601 
prev. vote 
Ill\ A229 a»tiTTEE 00 REGIOO. POUT. 1,816,000 2,616,000 SCHEilJLE Rejected by 
t«::E 1/16/0 
A5013 M. ~. RAPflCRfElR 82601 700,000 1,500,000 REJvmKS Pdopted by 
SCHEilJLE 17/0/0 
826020 Regional studies Nil!\ A230 mMiffiE 00 REGIOO. POUT. 826020 1,800,000 1,800,000 REJvmKS Pdopted by 
t«::E 16/2/0 
A 631 GfOJP OF 1HE GREENS IN lHE EP 826020 1,000,000 1,000,000 Covered by 
826021 Conservation projects in Lisbon prev. vote Nil!\ A 451 LEFT lJIIIlY GIUJP 826021 500,000 500,000 Rejected by 
and Palermo- prelinrinary studies t«::E 3/14/0 
A 231 mMiffiE 00 REGIOO. POUT. 826021 REJvmKS Rejected by 
3/14/0 
826022 Pilot projects for conservation to\ A 86 M. BEAZLEY, E.A. 826022 3,000,000 3,000,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
projects in Lisbon and Pa 1 enmo t«::E ~ 1/15/0 
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Line Title classif. 1 Nr. & A..rtor of Anend.ll-txiif. line Ccmnibrents Pa)ll'l'el1ts 1 Other roodifications I Vote 
OTHER REGICNl\1... OPERATIOOS 
Pilot projects relati~ to A5036 M.~,RAPPm~ 826022 1,000,000 1,000,000 NEW LINE Oral amend. 
conservation projects 1n Lisbon ~ 15/1/0 
and Palenro with c:xJ.1 
Studies concerning the A 232 CGf.1IffiE 00 REGIOO. POUT. 826022 500,000 500,000 NEW LINE Pdopted by 
participation of \\Ork.ers in 22/2/1 
regional structural policy 
826023 Replacenent jobs in regions W'lere trn A233 CGf.1IffiE 00 REGIOO. POUT. 826023 100,000,000 100,000,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
errplo)ll'l'el1t is affected by l'f:E 0/25/0 
disaYTI'al1ent 
B2603 Studies and canron measures to trn A630 GfUJP OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP B2603 1,800,000 1,800,000 Rejected by 
assist transfrontier regions OCE V24/0 
A234 CGf.11ffiE 00 REGIOO. FU.IT. B2603 1,000,000 1,000,000 Pdopted by 
23/0/1 
A438 LEFT 1.1'411Y GIUJP B2603 1,000,000 1,000,000 Covered by 
~v. vote 
B2604 Ccmnunity contribution to the trn A 235 CCM-1ITTEE 00 REGIOO. FU.IT. B2604 5,000,000 5,000,000 jected by 
International Fund for Ireland l'f:E 0/23/1 
TRANSR:RT PI{) IDJUSM 
82700 Financial support for transport 1)\ A 73 CGf.11ffiE 00 TRANSPCRT 82700 38,000,000 30,000,000 SCHEilJLE Oral amend. 
infrastructure projects within the l'f:E 25/0/0 
Camunity c:xJ.1 392 12/ 
A 474 GfUJP OF BR. PEOPLE'S PARTY 82700 38,000,000 30,000,000 SCHIDJLE Covered by 
A 392 LIBERAL PI{) OEMX:RATIC GfUJP 82700 ~ 
prev. vote 
Covered by 
82701 Financial support for transport 
prev. vote 
1)\ A 74 CGf.1IffiE 00 TRANSR:RT 82701 1,000,000 ~ Rejected by 
infrastructure projects - transit OCE 0/2VO 
th~ third countries 
82702 Speci ic measures, in particular PO\ A435 LEFT 1.1'411Y GIUJP 82702 1,206,000 1,206,000 Rejected by 
in transport safety OCE V19/0 
A 75 CGf.1IffiE 00 TRANSPCRT 82702 1,000,000 1,000,000 Rejected by 
V19/0 
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Line Title classif. 1 Nr. & h.ltor of Arend./Modif. Line Coomi1lrents Payments 1 Other IIDCiifications Vote 
~ PID Ta.RISM 
82703 O:>servation and operation of to\ A 76 ccr+1ITTEE ~  82703 900,000 900,000 Pdopted by 
freight markets OCE 17/1/0 
82704 Preliminary operations - transport to\ A 77 ccr+1ITTEE ~ TPJINSP(RT 82704 2,850,000 2,850,000 R9WKS ~ted by 
t«:E 3/0 
A5018 M. ~. RAPPCIUElR 82704 2,600,000 2,600,000 Retired 
82705 Specific operations on shipping to\ A 78 ccr+1ITTEE ~ TPJINSP(RT 82705 500,000 500,000 Adopted by 
OCE 17/0/0 
82710 Touri~related measures to\ A 79 ccr+1ITTEE ~ ~ 82710 3,100,000 3,100,000 REWa<$ Covered by 
OCE prev. vote 
A436 LEFT UillY GIUJP 82710 3,100,000 3,100,000 Covered by 
g:::v. vote 
A363 GRlJP OF B.R. DEMX:. ALLIPH:E 82710 2,000,000 2,000,000 1 amend. 
17/0/0 
00\1 79 
INTEGRATED f£liTEm. OPS. 
B2B01 Integrated Mediterranean ()\ A236 ccr+1ITTEE ~ REGI~. POUT. B2B01 30,000,000 15,000,000 SOiEill.E Rejected b)' 
Prograrrmes - Mdit iona 1 OCE 0/17/0 
Contribution 
82802 Integrated Mediterranean ()\ A 237 ccr+1ITTEE ~ REGI~. POL..IT. 82802 1,311,000 1,311,000 SCHEilJI...E Rejected by 
Prograrrmes - Technical Assistance OCE 0/17/0 
FISHERIES POL..ICY 
82901 Intervention for fishery products to\ M185 ccr+1ITTEE ~ N>Ria.A. ~ 82901 2,000,000 2,000,000 Prlopted by 
CE 16/1/0 
M 637 GfO.JP OF 1liE GREENS IN 1liE EP 82901 2,000,000 2,000,000 Covered by 
~v. vote 
B2902R Special aid to the fisheries to\ M 88 M. 8l.RJ~Hi£S, E .A. B2902R 5,000,000 5,000,000 REMAR<S jectecl by 
sector in connection with the Gulf OCE 0/16/0 
Crisis 
82902 A 87 M. 8l.RJ~Hi£S, E. A. 82902 JJTl JJTl NEW LINE Rejected by 
IID"ARR<S 1/15/0 
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Line Title classif. 1 Nr. & Autor of Arend./Modif. Line Carmi brents Payrrents 1 Other roodifications I Vote 
FISHERIES ffil.ICY 
tmiM638 82910 Expenditure in connection with GJUJP OF 11-IE GREENS IN lHE EP 82910 62,000,000 62,000,000 Rejected b~ 
international fisheries agreements CE carp B040 -32,000,000 -32,000,000 1/15/0 
M180 C£Mo1IillE ~ PffiiQJllrn£ 82910 REJm<S Pdopted by 
15/1/0 
M 179 CCM-1ITTEE CJ-1 PC.RIOJL 1rnE 82910 -7,653,665 -7,653,665 'W)ted by /0 witt 
carp. 875<X 
82920 Control and coordination of tm A 181 C£Mo1IillE ~ PffiiOJL 1rnE 82920 900,000 900,000 Rejected b) 
surveillance operations by Menber l'l:E 2/14/0 
States 
A639 GJnJP OF 1HE GREENS IN llE EP 82920 300,000 300,000 Rejected b) 1/15/0 
A533 SOCIALIST GfUJP B2920 100,000 100,000 Pdopted by 16/0/0 
A5019 M. ~. RAPPCRTB.R 82920 100,000 100,000 Covered by prev. vote 
82921 Inspection and surveillance ()!\ M 410 GIUJP OF ll£ El.RlPEAN RIGfT 82921 3,000,000 3,000,000 Rejected b.> 
operations in the maritime waters CE 3/14/0 
of certain M.S. 
82922 Inspection and surveillance in tm M534 SOCIALIST GfUJP 82922 900,000 900,000 Adopted by 
international maritime waters CE 17/0/0 
829301 Pdaptation and rmclemisation ()!\ A182 C£Mo1ITTEE ~ PC.RICl.l..l\H: 829301 8,000,000 SO£rul.E Rejected b} 
NCE 0/17/0 
A644 GJnJP OF ll£ GREENS IN 1HE EP 829301 -1,000,000 -1,000,000 Rejected b.) 
and 882931 1,000,000 1,000,000 1/16/0 
829302 Restructuring of small-scale ()!\ A186 C£Mo1ITTEE ~ PC.RIOJL 1\H: B29302 10,000,000 10,000,000 SCHIDJLE Rejected b.) 
fishing NCE 0/17/0 
A640 GJnJP OF ll£ GREENS IN 1HE EP 829302 10,000,000 10,000,000 SCHmJLE Covered by 
~v. vote 
A439 LEFT l..t41TY GIUJP 829302 15,000,000 5,000,000 REMARKS jected b} 
SCHEilJLE 2/15/0 
A5020 M. ~. RAPPCRTB.R 829302 5,000,000 5,000,000 SCHEilJLE Pdopted by 
17/0/0 
A 365 GJUJP OF M. 00«. AlliPta 829302 7,000,000 2,000,000 SCHEilJLE Covered by 
prev. vote 
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FISHERIES POLICY 
829303 Specifically Mediterranean measures QA. A 437 LEFT ~ITY GRJJP 
teE 
A5021 M. ~. RAPPORTElR 
A183 ca+UTIEE ~ AGRIOJL 1\.H: 
A190 c.ct+1ITTEE ~ AGRiaJL 1\.H: 
A 643 GfUJP OF 1HE GREENS IN 1HE EP 
82933 Producer groups in the fisheries [lA. M 187 c.ct+1ITTEE ~ AGRIQJL 1\.H: 
sector CE 
M 641 GfUJP OF 1HE GREENS IN 1HE EP 
M5023 M. ~. RAPPORTElR 
82934 Biological studies in the 1'0\ A184 c.ct+1IlTEE ~ AGRIQJL 1\.H: 
fisheries sector teE 
A 642 GRlJP OF 1HE GREENS IN 1HE EP 
A5022 M. ~. RAPPORTElR 
82935 Special projects for the Nll\ A188 c.ct+111TEE ~ AGRIQJL 1\.H: 
protection of the marine biology teE 
A 545 SOCIALIST GRlJP 
EW:ATI~, TRAINII'I>, Yrun-t 
831000 General education and youth policy Nll\ A 554 SOCIALIST GfUJP 
measures teE 














































5,100,000 DELETE ITEMS 
-3,600,000 SCHEilJLE 
NEW LINE 
1,000,000 NEW LINE 
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EDXATI<l'l, TRAINII'{l, Ya.JTH 
831001 Preparatory rreasures - pupi 1 to\ A385 GfOJP OF ElR. PEOPLE'S PAAlY 831001 200,000 200,000 Ora 1 arrend. 
exchanges for the 1992 prograrme 1\CE 17/0/0 
(D.1 329 
A329 a:J+1ITTEE ON SOC. AFFAIRS 831001 REJM<S Covered by 
831002 Exchanges of school teachers 
prev. vote 
to\ A386 GfOJP OF ElR. PEOPLE'S PAAlY 831002 600,000 600,000 Mopted by 
1\CE 20/0/0 
831003 Intercultural education to\ A120 a:J+11ffiE ON Yam!, OJL~ 831003 4,150,000 4,150,000 NEW LINE Ora 1 arrend • 
1\CE and 883103 250,000 . 250,000 REMBR<S 18/0/0 
coop 831000 -410,000 -410,000 3.000.000 
coop 883100 -40,000 -40,000 
A 610 GfOJP OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP 831003 4,150,000 4,150,900 NEW LINE: Covered by 
and 883103 250,000 250,000 REJM<S prev. vote 
Caq:> 831000 -410,000 -410,000 
Twinning arrangarents for schools 
coop 883100 -40,000 -40,000 
to\ A366 GfOJP OF ElR. DEMX. ALLIPK:E 831003 j:JTI j:JTI NEW LINE Mopted by 
1\CE REJM<S 17/1/0 
831004 Educational and cultural rreasures to\ AlSO a:J+1ITTEE ON Yam!, OJl ~ 831004 500,000 500,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
to assist yomg people in prison 1\CE 1/16/0 
831005 European centre for rmnitoring the to\ A 151 a:J+1IffiE ON YCllll-l, OJl ~ 831005 200,000 200,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
effectiveness of national drugs 1\CE 3/14/0 legislation 
European centre for rmnitoring the A606 GRlJP OF TI-E GREENS IN 1HE EP 831005 200,000 200,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
effectiveness of national drugs 3/14/0 
laws 
831006 Infonnation for young people on to\ A 152 a:J+1ITTEE ON YCllll-l, OJl ~ 831006 1,000,000 1,000,000 NEW LINE Adopted by 
~venting the use of drugs 1\CE 17/0/0 
831010 changes of young ~rkers to\ A 153 a:J+1ITTEE ON Yam!, OJl ~ 831010 1,664,000 1,664,000 ~ Rejected by 
1\CE and 883110 0 0 3/14/0 
ASOO SOCIALIST GRlJP 831010 1,664,000 1,664,000 REJM<S Covered by 
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EI:U:ATIO'l, TRAINII'li, YOJTH 
831011 Youth for Europe progrcmne I'D\ A154 C£M-1ITTEE Oil YOJTH, CUlllRE 831011 3,500,000 3,500,000 Rejected by 
f'CE and 883111 0 0 1/15/0 
A 322 C£M-1ITTEE Oil SOC. AFFAIRS 831011 2,500,000 2,500,000 Pdopted by 
14/3/0 
831012 Youth exchanges with the USSR I'D\ A 121 C£M-1ITTEE Oil YOJTH, OJlllRE 831012 500,000 500,000 HEADII'li Rejected by 
f'CE RHm<S 0/18/0 
A 323 C£M-1ITTEE Oil SOC. AFFAIRS 831012 500,000 500,000 HEADII'li Rejected by 
3/15/0 
831013 Exchanges of young people for I'D\ A 497 GmJP OF Ern. PEOPLE Is PARTY 831013 800,000 800,000 NEW LINE Oral arend. 
cu 1 tura 1 purposes f'CE Ram<S 16/0/0 
200.000 831020 General rreasures for vocational tel\ A 447 1'+E El..W\l.AN, E .A. 831020 1,505,000 1,505,000 Rejected by 
training and guidance f'CE carp 883120 -605,000 -605,000 0/16/0 
A 122 C£M-1ITIEE Oil YOJTH, CUlllRE 831020 900,000 900,000 Pdopted by 
and 881020 0 0 14/2/0 
A 324 C£M-1ITTEE Oil SOC. AFFAIRS 831020 900,000 900,000 Covered by 
831021 Action progranme for vocational 
prev. vote 
to\ A 317 C£M-1ITIEE Oil SOC. AFFAIRS 831021 5,000,000 5,000,000 Pdopted by 
training of young people - PETRA f'CE 19/0/0 
A123 cet+1ITIEE Oil YWTH, aJL llRE 831021 4,931,000 4,931,000 Covered by 
and 883121 69,000 69,000 ~v. vote 
A 557 ~ ~lilTED LEFT GRlJP 831021 Ram<s jected by 
13/14/0 831022 Action progrcmne concerning [V\ A 124 C£M-1ITTEE Oil YWTH, aJLllRE 831022 200,000 200,000 Pdopted by 
vocational training and f'CE and 883122 0 0 22/0/0 
tectr.o 1 ogi ca 1 change - EI.RJTECNET 
A 316 cet+1ITTEE Oil SOC. AFFAIRS 831022 200,000 200,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
A558 ~ ~lilTED LEFT GRlJP 831022 RHm<S Rejected by 
13/14/0 831023 Action progranme for the I'D\ A 315 C£M-1ITTEE Oil SOC. AFFAIRS 831023 10,000,000 10,000,000 Oral arend. development of continuing f'CE 24/1/0 
vocational training - FORCE 5.000.000 
A 559 ~ ~lilTED LEFT GRlJP 831023 Ram<S Rejected by 
14/15/0 
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EilXATIOO, TAAINif\Ki, YOJll-l 
83103 Cooperation between universities I}\ A 125 CCM>1ITTEE 00 YOJll-l, CULlWE 83103 4,000,000 3,800,000 SCHEilJLE .Adopted by 
and industry - training in new N::E and 88313 0 0 24/1/0 
technologies - CCMETT 
A560 El..mPEJilll ltiiTED LEFT GfUJP 83103 ~ Rejected by 
14/15/0 
A 612 GfUJP OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP 83103 -39,843,000 -37,843,000 Covered by 
and 88313 -157,000 -157,000 prev. vote 
83104 Cooperation between European l'{ll\ A 613 Gm.JP OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP 83104 61,847,000 61,847,000 ~ Oral amend. 
universities- mobility of N::E and 88314 207,000 207,000 25/0/0 
students and teachers - ERASMJS CG1 126 SM 
A 126 CCM>1ITTEE 00 YOJll-l, CUL 1WE 83104 13,000,000 13,000,000 ~ Covered by 
and 88314 0 0 prev. vote 
A450 LEFT ltiiTY GfUJP 83104 5,207,000 5,207,000 Covered by 
C<Jll) 88314 -207,000 -207,000 prev. vote 
A5a50 M. ~. JW>flaUElR 83104 5,000,000 5,000,000 Covered by 
83104 
prev. vote 
A 561 El..mPEJilll ltiiTED LEFT GJOJP ~ Rejected by 
83105 LII'GJ!\ 
4/15/0 
l'{ll\ A 127 CXM-1ITTEE CJ'II YWTH, CUL.llH: 83105 5,000,000 5,000,000 Oral amend. 
N::E and 88315 0 0 24/0/0 
2.000.000 
A 562 ElRlPfPH ltiiTED LEFT GfUJP 83105 Ra.M<S Rejected by 
83106 Camunity measures in favour of 
4/15/0 
Jim Al28 CCM>11TTEE CJ'II YOJll-l, CUlllH: 83106 2,046,000 2,046,000 ~ Oral amend. 
minority languages and cultures OCE and 88316 54,000 54,000 24/1/0 
1.000.000 
A5032 M. ~. JW>flaUElR 83106 100,000 100,000 Covered by 
83107 Exchange of experience - skill l'{ll\ CCM>1ITTEE CJ'II SOC. AFFAIRS 83107 2,000,000 
prev. vote 
A 314 2,000,000 Rejected by 
shortages and new ski 11 OCE 2/21/0 
requirements 
A5024 M. ~. JW>flaUElR 83107 1,400,000 1,400,000 .Adopted by 
83100 European Centre for the 
23/0/0 
Jim A140 CCM>11TTEE 00 Ya.JTH, CUL.l'l.R: 83100 1,152,000 1,152,000 .Adopted by 
Deve 1 opnent of Vocat i ona 1 OCE 17/5/1 
Training - CEDEFOP +CG1 
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EDXATIOO, TRAIN!~, yam; 
83109 Sport tl'~', A 155 Ga'1-1ITIEF 00 Ya.JTH, CUL T1..RE 83109 500,000 500,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
flk::E RfMA.RKS V16/0 
A511 SOCIAL1ST GJUJP 83109 500,000 500,000 NEW LINE Covered by 
RfMA.RKS prev. vote 
A 607 Gm.JP OF lliE GREENS IN l1iE EP 83109 500,000 500,000 NEW LINE Covered by 
RfMA.RKS prev. vote 
CULTURE 
101.1 A 614 83200 Events in the cultura-l sec to:-- GFOJP OF THE GREENS IN l1iE EP 83200 10,072,000 10,072,(.0) BREflKIXW'4 ITEMS Ora 1 aJTa1CI. 
1\iCE CaJl) 83200 -8,352,000 -8,352,000 RfMA.RKS 2VO/O 
1 ~u net 
A498 GIDJP OF f..UR. PEOPLE'S PARTY 83200 1,000,000 1,000,000 RfMA.RKS Covered by 
prev. vote 
Al29 a:M'liTTEE 00 Ya.JTH, CULTl..RE 83200 9,072,000 9,072,000 I3REPJ<[XW\I ITEMS Covered by 
CaJl) 83200 -8,352,000 -8,352,000 RfMA.RKS prev. vote 
A 141 M. LUCAS PIRES, E.A. 83200 648,000 648,000 REMl\RKS Covered by 
A356 GfUJP OF ElR. OEMX:. ALLIPH:E 83200 RfMA.RKS 
~v. vote jected by 
3/18/0 
832005 Grants for cultural \to.Orkers roll. A130 Ga'1-1ITTEE a-1 YWTH, CUL T1..RE 832005 900,000 900,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
flk::E RfMA.RKS 3/18/0 
83201 Retaining possession of the f\01.\ A 503 SOCIALIST GfO.IP 83201 2,000,000 2,000,000 NEW LINE Covered by 
cultural inheritance of the t-K:E RfMA.RKS ~rev. vote 
Comnunity ine 83200 
83202 Operations to heighten European f\01.\ A 502 SOCIALIST GIUJP 83202 1,000,000 1,000,000 NEW LINE Oral anend. 
consciousness by promoting flk::E RfMA.RKS 14/1VO 
interest in culture pm 
83203 Promotion of European artists f\01.\ A 501 SOCIALIST GIUJP 83203 500,000 500,000 NEW LINE Oral anend. 
flk::E RfMA.RKS 14/1VO 
pm 
INF<R11\TIOO IWJ ~ICATIOO 
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INFOOv\I\TICl'l Af{) CCM>1.JHCATICl'l 
83300 Measures to prarote the ()\ A 131 CCM'-1IffiE Cl'l YCJJlH, UJL ll..H: 83300 9,000,000 4,000,000 SCHEIJJLE Ora 1 arrend. 
development of the audiovisual I'CE and 138330 0 0 25/0/0 
industry - MEDIA 4M eng 2to\>a i 
A 615 GIUIP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP B3300 9,000,000 4,000,000 ~ Covered by 
and 138330 prev. vote 
83301 Information- Centralized 1'£.11.\ A 541 SOCIALIST GIUJP 83301 2,495,000 2,495,000 Withdrawn 
activities I'CE 
A 97 CCM'-1ITIEE Cl'l I\0'1£N1 S RIGITS 83301 1,400,000 1,400,000 ~ Rejected by 
0/22/0 
A 387 GfUJP OF E:U<. PEOPLE Is PAATY 83301 500,000 500,000 ~ Covered by 
erev. vote 
A5025 M. ~. RAPPClUEl.R 83301 200,000 200,000 ~ ithdrawn 
aJ.1 97 0. 2Me 
A394 LIBERAL Af{) DEMXRATIC GIUJP 83301 200,000 200,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
833020 Infonnation - Decentralized 1'£.11.\ A 543 SOCIALIST GIUJP 833020 2,069,000 2,069,000 Withdraw"~ 
activities I'CE 
A .395 LIBERAL PID DEMXRATIC GIUJP 833020 630,000 630,000 Mopted by 
20/0/0 
A388 GIUIP OF ELR. PEOPLE Is PAA.TY 833020 500,000 500,000 ~ Covered by 
~rev. vote 
833022 ft.iareness canpaign on the 1'£.11.\ A 132 CCM'-1ITIEE Cl'l YCJJlH, aJL ll..H: 833022 650,000 650,000 NEW LINE ejected by 
situation of cultural workers I'CE ~ 1/20/0 
83303 Information - Specific activities I'm A 542 SOCIALIST GIUIP 83303 471,000 471,000 Wi thdratrKI 
I'CE 
A396 LIBERAL Af{) DEMXRATIC GR:lJP 83303 250,000 250,000 Mopted by 
20/0/0 
833030 Protection of young people against t-0\ A 416 GEUJP OF THE EJ.R:>PEPH RIGfT 833030 2,000,000 2,000,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
drug abuse I'CE 2/21/0 
83304 Sports events for the handicapped 1'£.11.\ Al3.3 CCM'-1ITIEE Cl'l YCJJlH, UJL'Tl.H: 83304 350,000 350,000 HEAD II'{> Rejected by 
I'CE Rfl.M<S 12/17/0 
A 510 SOCIALIST GIUJP 83304 350,000 350,000 Rfl.M<S Oral arend. 
28/0/0 
833070 Genera 1 
pn 
positive action against NDA A 563 EI..RlPfAN ll-IITED LEFT GR:lJP 833070 10,000,000 10,000,000 NEW LINE Oral arend. 
racism, antisemitism and xenophobia I'CE Rfl.M<S 27/1/0 
pn 
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INFCR11\TIOO f>ID ~ICATIOO 
833071 Action against racism, tO\ A564 E1.RlPf.IW ~ITED LEFT GJ0JP 833071 2,000,000 2,000,000 NEW LINE Oral amend. 
antisemitism and xenophobia in the !ICE REf;M<S 27/1/0 
field of infonnation pn 
833072 Exchanges between young peop 1 e tO\ A 565 B..RJPE:.AN ~ITED LEFT GIO.JP 833072 1,000,000 1,000,000 NEW LINE Oral amend. 
fran the Comrunity and 1101'H11EJlt)er N:E REf;M<S 27/1/0 
countries pn 
OlHER SOCIAL OPERATIOOS 
834000 Industrial relations and social tO\ A 591 GIO.JP OF 11-IE GREENS IN 11-IE EP 834000 1,600,000 1,600,000 REf;M<S Rejected by 
dialogue N:E and 883400 0 0 1/22/0 
A 331 C0+1ITTEE 00 SOC. AFFAIRS 834000 1,600,000 1,600,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
A5031 M. ~. RAPPaUE1R 834000 1,100,000 1,100,000 Ram<s Pdopted by 
23/0/0 
834001 European Trade lklion Institute tO\ A325 C0+1ITTEE 00 SOC. AFFAIRS 834001 100,000 100,000 Rejected b) 
!ICE 3/20/0 
A5030 M. ~. RAPPaUE1R 834001 80,000 80,000 Pdopted by 
22/0/0 
834002 Aid for the organization of tO\ A328 C0+1ITTEE 00 SOC. AFFAIRS 834002 19,000,000 19,000,000 Ram<s Oral amend. 
neetings of ~rkers' organizations N:E 20/1/0 
in the Comrunity 5.000.000 
A5029 M. ~. RAPPaUE1R 834002 400,000 400,000 Covered by 
B34003 European Technical Trade lklion 
prev. vote 
tO\ A163 <XM-1ITTEE E<m. ~. AFF. B34003 830,000 830,000 Pdopted by 
Bureau !ICE 20/0/0 
A 312 <XM-1ITTEE 00 SOC. AFFAIRS B34003 830,000 830,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
834010 Labour market tO\ A590 GJOJP OF 11-IE GREENS IN 11-IE EP 834010 7,000,000 7,000,000 Ram<s Oral amend 
!ICE and 883410 20/0/0 
aJ.1 96 3.5r 
A338 <XM-1ITTEE 00 SOC. AFFAIRS 834010 7,000,000 7,000,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
A 96 <XM-1ITTEE 00 \tlHN'S RIGITS 834010 1,300,000 1,300,000 Ram<s Covered by 
prev. vote 
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011-IER SOCIAL OP£RATI<l'IS 
A5028 M. ~. RAPPaUE.tR 834010 1,200,000 1,200,000 Ra.M<S Covered by prev. vote 
834011 Clearing of vacancies and KlA A 327 CCM-1IffiE ~ SOC. AFFAIRS 834011 1,000,000 1,000,000 Rejected by 
applications for employment- SEDOC NCE 2/19/0 
A5027 M. ~. RAPPCRTB.R 834011 500,000 500,000 Ra.M<S fodopted by 
20/0/0 
834012 Measures to achieve equality f'Ol. A 95 CCM-1ITIEE ~ \Of:N' S RIGiTS 834012 1,900,000 1,900,000 Oral Mend. 
between rren and ~n NCE 20/0/0 
500.000 
A 592 GJOJP OF 11-IE GREENS IN 11-IE EP 834012 900,000 900,000 Ra.M<S Covered by 
and 883412 prev. vote 
A 343 CCM-1IffiE ~SOC. AFFAIRS 834012 900,000 900,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
834013 Action for the l.ll'lefJl)loyed in the f'Ol. A 401 LIBERAL PKl DE.MXRATIC GfOJP 834013 1,000,000 1,000,000 NEW LINE Adopted by 
textile and clothing industry NCE Ra.M<S 17/2/1 
Special social instrument for the A 469 GJOJP OF B.R. PEOPLE'S PARlY 834013 200,000 200,000 NEW LINE Covered by 
textile industry Ra.M<S prev. vote 
ErJ1) 1 oyment fund f'Ol. A311 CCM-1ITIEE ~ SOC. AFFAIRS 834013 r:m r:m NEW LINE Covered by 
NCE fkrev. vote 
834100 Measures and studies - social f'Ol. A339 CCM-1IffiE ~ SOC. AFFAIRS 834100 1,100,000 1,100,000 jected b) 
protection NCE 2/18/0 
A5026 M. t..J!M!\SSa.RE, RAPPaUE.tR 834100 600,000 600,000 fodopted by 
20/0/0 
834101 Measures to assist families f'Ol. A340 CCM-1IffiE ~ SOC. AFFAIRS 834101 3,100,000 3,100,000 Ra.M<S Rejected b) 
NCE 2/16/0 
A 417 GJOJP OF 11-IE ~ RIGiT 834101 2,000,000 2,000,000 Rejected b} 
1/17/0 
A 355 GJOJP OF B.R. OEM:X:. ALLIPOCE 834101 1,000,000 1,000,000 Ra.M<S fodopted by 
17/0/0 
834102 Measures for disabled persons - llt\ A320 CCM-1ITIEE ~ SOC. AFFAIRS 834102 5,000,000 5,000,000 J!dopted by 
HELlOS NCE 17/0/0 
A 367 GJOJP OF B.R. OEM:X:. ALLI.An:E 834102 3,000,000 3,000,000 SCHEilJLE Covered by 
prev. vote 
A 418 GIUJP OF 1HE ~ RIGiT 834102 3,000,000 3,000,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
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OlHER SOCIAL OPERA.TI(N) 
A5034 M. I.JIW\SSO..RE, RAPPCRfEUR 834102 2,000,000 2,000,000 REJoM<S Covered by 
SCHEil.JLE prev. vote 
834103 Measures to carbat poverty [}!\ A 337 CO+tiTTEE ~SOC. AFFAIRS 834103 4,000,000 3,320,000 REJoM<S Oral anend. 
K:E 18/0/0 
CG1 337 2Me 
A368 GIUJP OF EI.R. DEMX. ALLIAK:E 834103 1,821,000 1,821,000 SCHEilJLE Covered by 




834110 Measures in favour of imnigrants, r:m [}!\ A336 C0+1ITTEE ~ SOC. AFFAIRS 834110 95,000 800,000 .Adopted by 
including non-Europeans K:E 18/1/0 
A 419 GIUJP OF THE ElRJPEAN RIGfT 834110 -1,489,000 -1,384,000 Covered by 
carp 834103 1,000,000 1,000,000 prev. vote 
and 834104 489,000 384,000 
Measures in favour of non-Europeans A326 CO+tmEE ~ Ya.JTH, aJL ll..H: 834110 10,000,000 10,000,000 HEADII'I2 Covered by 
REJoM<S ~v. vote 834111 CASS1M measures for social [}!\ A335 CO+tiTTEE ~ SOC. AFFAIRS 834111 200,000 jected by 
security for migrant ~rk.ers K:E 1/16/0 834112 Pilot progranne for self-E!Jllloyed to\ A334 CO+tiTTEE ~ SOC. AFFAIRS 834112 500,000 500,000 NEW LINE Pdopted by 
and border ~rk.ers K:E 17/0/0 B3413 Progranne on housing and the to\ A 319 CO+tiTTEE ~ SOC. AFFAIRS 83413 r:m r:m NEW LINE Pdopted by 
residential envirorment K:E 17/0/0 B3420 Subsidy for the European to\ A 332 C0+1ITTEE ~ SOC. AFFAIRS 83420 1,763,000 1,763,000 REJoM<S Rejected by 
Foundation for the Improvement of K:E 5/9/3 
Living and Working Conditions 
A420 GIUJP OF THE ElRJPEAN RIGfT 83420 -2,000,000 -2,000,000 Rejected by 
1/16/0 
B34300 Measures to carbat cancer [}!\ A 25 C0+1ITTEE ~ THE ENVIIUMNT 834300 4,500,000 4,500,000 Oral anend. 
K:E 16/0/0 
1.000.000 
A 370 GIUJP OF EI.R. OEMX. ALLIAK:E 834300 3,369,000 3,369,000 SCHEil.JLE Covered by 
~v. vote B34301 Measures to carbat AIDS and other to\ A 421 G1UJP OF THE ElRJPEAN RIGfT 834301 2,000,000 2,000,000 jected by 
transmissible diseases K:E 4/11/0 
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OlHER SOCIAL OPERATIOOS 
834302 Measures to coobat drug abuse 
834303 Measures to coobat a 1 coho 1 abuse 
834304 Examinations and rreasures in the 
field of public health 
834310 Health protection, hygiene and 
safety at ~rk, including subsidy 
to the ILO 
834311 European Pgency for Health, 
Hygiene and Safety 
ENERGY 
841000 Prarotion of the developnent of 
European technologies for energy 
managanent - lHOOIE 
A 26 a:MJIITTEE O'l lHE ENVIIUKNT 
A371 Gl:o.JP OF ElR. DEMX. ALL!At£E 
I'm A 27 a:MJIITTEE O'l lHE ENVIIUKNT 
1\l:E 
A 422 Gl:o.JP OF lHE EI.JmPEAN RIGiT 
A486 GfOJP OF ElR. PEOPLE'S PAAlY 
A 372 GfOJP OF EUR. DEMJC. ALLIJII£E 
I'm A ~ a:MJIITTEE O'l lHE ENVIIUMNT 
1\l:E 
I'm A 29 a:MJIITTEE O'l lHE ENVIIUMNT 
1\l:E 
I'm A333 a:MJIITTEE O'l SOC. AFFAIRS 
1\l:E 
A5035 M. ~. RAI'flffiTElR 
I'm A 30 a:MJIITTEE O'l lHE ENVIIUMNT 
1\l:E 
A 313 a:MJIITIEE O'l SOC. AFFAIRS 
~ A 259 a:MJIITTEE O'l ENERGY 
1\l:E 
834301 900,000 900,000 
834301 500,000 500,000 
834302 2,000,000 2,000,000 
834302 2,000,000 2,000,000 
834302 1,418,000 1,418,000 
834302 682,000 682,000 
834303 100,000 100,000 
834304 140,000 140,000 
834310 1,345,000 1,345,000 
834310 545,000 545,000 
834311 pn pn 
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ENERGY 
84102 Projects concerning the transport l'llt\ A260 CXM-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 84102 50,000 50,000 REW\R<S Pdopted by 
of radioactive materials OCE 17/0/0 
841030 Measures to develop new and [}1\ A 261 CXM-1IffiE 00 ENERGY 841030 2,000,000 200,000 REW\R<S Rejected by 
renewable energy sources - Altener OCE SCHEil.JLE 1/16/0 
prograrrrre 
ASflj6 M. I..JlMl\SSOJRE, RAPPORTElR 841030 1,500,000 200,000 SCHED.Jl.E Pdopted by 
17/0/0 
A648 GIUJP OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP 841030 20,000,000 10,000,000 SCHEilJlE Covered by 
and 884130 prev. vote 
841031 Project for mre rational use of 
coop 865522 -20,000,000 -10,000,000 
[}1\ A266 CXM-1IffiE 00 ENERGY 841031 5,000,000 2,000,000 ~ Rejected by 
energy - SAVE OCE SCHEil.JLE 1/16/0 
A5057 M. I..JlMl\SSOJRE, RAPPCRTElR 841031 4,000,000 2,000,000 SCHEil.JLE W'Uted by 
0 
A 576 El.mPEAN ~ITED LEFT GIUJP 841031 5,000 Cov~ by 
841032 <bservation of the markets and 
prev. ~vote 
l'llt\ A 307 CXM-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 841032 1,000,000 1,000,000 REM4R<S .Adopted by 
environmental constraints OCE 17/0/0 
841040 Energy planning [)!\ A 262 CCM"'IffiE 00 ENERGY 841040 700,000 1,000,000 REM4R<S .Adopted by 
OCE SCHEilJLE 17/0/0 
841041 Ex~s and transfers of [)!\ A263 CXM-1IffiE 00 ENERGY 841041 3,000,000 1,000,000 REM4R<S Rejected by 
techno ogy with third/developing OCE SCHEilJLE 1/16/0 
countries - energy 
A5033 M. I..JlMl\SSOJRE, RAPPCRTElR 841041 2,500,000 500,000 SCHEil.JLE Adopted by 
17/0/0 
A 581 ~ ~ITED LEFT GIUJP 841041 3,933,800 3,233,800 Covered by 
84105 Studies in the energy sector 
Call> 842021 -1,333,800 -1,333,800 prev. vote 
l'llt\ A264 CXM-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 84105 1,000,000 1,000,000 REW\R<S Pdopted by 
OCE 17/0/0 
841051 Studies and pilot projects in the [}1\ A 351 CCM"'IffiE 00 ENERGY 841051 pn pn NEW LINE Pdopted by 
clean-energy field OCE REM4R<S 17/0/0 
84106 Measures to proroote mre efficient [)!\ A 265 CXM-1IffiE 00 ENERGY 84106 500,000 100,000 Adopted by 
use of electricity OCE 17/0/0 
A 572 ~ ~ITBl LEFT GIUJP 84106 5,000,000 5,000,000 Covered by 
CaJl> 862511 -5,000,000 -5,000,000 prev. vote 
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Line Title classif. I Nr. & Autor of Jlnend./tbjif. Line Coomi'bnents Payments 1 other rrodifications 1 Vote 
~TG1 f'U:LEAR SAFEG.MJS 
842021 Expenditure on large-scale tm A 461 GEUJP OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP 842021 -2,600,000 -2,600,000 DELETE ITEMS Rejected b} 
plutonium processing and handling r«:E 1/16/0 
plants 
A 582 ~ l.t41TED LEFT <RlJP 842021 -2,600,000 -2,600,000 DELETE ITEMS Rejected b} 
1/16/0 
ENVIIUKNT 
84300 Action by the Camunity relating 1)1\ A634 GEUJP OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP 84300 5,000,000 6,000,000 SCHIDJLE Rejected b) 
to the envi ronnent - PCE f'«:E and 1384~ 3/15/0 
84~1 Action by the Camunity relating 1)1\ A633 G1U!P OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP ~1 21,000,000 21,000,000 REMIW<S Rejected b) 
to nature conservation - ACNAT r«:E and 138431 741,000 741,000 SCHIDJLE 1/17/0 
COOl> 843040 -1,759,000 -1,059,000 
et a 138431 -741,000 -741,000 
A 31 a:r+1ITTEE <JII 1HE ENVIIUHNT ~1 8,000,000 5,158,000 Rejected b) 
4/14/0 
A 373 GIU.JP OF EI..R. OEMX. AI..LIAt«:E ~1 5,371,000 3,271,000 SCHIDJLE Rejected b) 
1/16/0 
A5039 M. ~. RAPRRTB.R ~1 4,000,000 1,900,000 SCHIDJLE Pdopted by 
17/0/0 
84302 Camunity action for the 1)1\ A 632 GEUJP OF lHE GREENS IN 11£ EP 84302 10,000,000 15,000,000 SCHBlJLE Rejected b) 
protection of the environnent in r«:E and 138432 2/15/0 
the Meet. region - MEDSPA 
A 570 ~ l.t41TED LEFT GIUJP 84302 9,000,000 9,000,000 REf'tM<S Rejected b.) 
3/14/0 
A 32 a:r+1ITTEE <JII 1l-E ENVIIUHNT 84~2 2,000,000 4,159,000 Pdopted by 
16/0/1 
84303 COZEA progrcmne 1)1\ A 33 a:r+1ITTEE <JIIlHE ENVIIUHNT 84303 3,500,000 2,625,000 Pdopted by 
r«:E 16/0/0 
A5038 M. ~. RAPRRTB.R 84303 2,000,000 1,000,000 SCHEil.Jl.E Covered by 
prev. vote 
A 475 GEUJP OF EI..R. PEOPLE'S PARTY 84303 2,000,000 1,000,000 SCHEilJLE Covered by 
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ENVI!Uf.1ENT 
843040 Protection and managarent of the [}!\ A 35 CX1'-t-1ITIEE G4 lHE ENVIIUHNT 843040 200,(XX) 120,(XX) Ora 1 arrencl. 
land, the environment and natural 1\l:E 17/0/0 
resources +COil 5058 
A5058 M.~.~ 843040 200,(XX) REtM<S Covered by 
SCHEOOLE prev. vote 
843041 Atrmspheric pollution [}!\ A 36 CX1'-t-1ITTEE G4 lHE ENVI!Uf.1ENT 843041 500,(XX) 334,(XX) Jldopted by 
1\l:E 16/0/1 
843042 Protection and managarent of water [}!\ A 37 CX1'-t-1ITTEE G4 lHE ENVI!Uf.1ENT 843042 100,<XXl 48,000 Jldopted by 
resources 1\l:E 16/0/1 
A 397 LIBERAL NV OEMX:RATIC GIUJP 843042 REtM<S Rejected b: 
4/11/0 
843043 Action to carbat pollution caused [}!\ A 38 CX1'-t-1ITTEE G4 lHE ENVIIUM:NT 843043 2,680,000 1,625,000 Adopted by 
by waste products, protection of 1\l:E 19/0/0 
the soil 
843044 Industrial products and [}!\ A 39 CX1'-t-1ITTEE G4 lHE ENVIIUM:NT 843044 900,(XX) 1,003,000 Adopted by 
installations and biotechnology 1\l:E 19/0/0 
A5041 M.~.~ 843044 400,000 REtM<S Covered by 
SCHEOOLE prev. vote 
843045 Urban envi rorment [}!\ A 40 CX1'-t-1ITTEE G4 lHE ENVIIUM:NT 843045 900,000 1,156,000 REtM<S Jldopted by 
1\l:E 20/0/0 
A5042 M.~.~ 843045 400,000 500,000 REtM<S Covered by 
SCHEOOLE prev. vote 
843046 Gl oba 1 envi rorment [}!\ A 41 CX1'-t-11TTEE G4 11-E ENVIIUM:NT 843046 1,600,000 1,271,000 Oral arrencl 
1\l:E 19/3/0 
+COil 5043 
A5043 M.~.~ 843046 1,600,000 . 300,000 REtM<S Covered by 
SCHEOOLE ~v. vote 
843047 Preparation, irrplementation and [}!\ A635 Gm.JP OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP 843047 400,000 400,000 HEADING jected b 
ITDI'litoring of Comrunity law 1\l:E and 1384347 536,(XX) 536,000 REtM<S 4/16/0 
SCHEOOLE 
A 42 CX1'-t-1ITTEE G4 lHE ENVIIUI'lNT 843047 100,<XXl 100,000 Adopted by 
20/0/0 
A5044 M.~.~ 843047 100,000 50,000 IIDM<S Covered by 
SCHEOOLE prev. vote 
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ENVIIUHNT 
A5045 M. I..A'>tA.SSOJRE, RAPPffiTEUR 843048 200,00J lOO,OOJ REWIJ'«S Covered by 
SQ-IEilJLE prev. vote 
843049 Eco 1 ogi ca 1 products and [}II. A 44 CXM-liTTEE rn lHE ENVIFUMNT 843049 500,00J 300,00J Oral arrend 
environmental audits I'-I:E 19/0/0 100.00J 
A5046 M.~.~ 843049 r:xn r:xn SQ-IEilJLE Covered by prev. vote 
A 376 GIUJP OF ElR. DEMX. ALLIJ.V'{;E 843049 r:xn r:xn Covered by prev. vote 
843050 Measures to prevent coasta 1 erosion ron. A364 GIUJP OF EUR. DEMX. ALLIJ.V'{;E 843050 l,OOJ,OOJ 1,000,00J NEW LINE Oral arend 
I'-I:E 19/0/0 
r:xn 
843060 Environmental projects ron. A 45 CXM-liTTEE rn lHE ENVIfOIK.NT 843060 1,950,00J 1,950,00J REtWKS Covered by 
I'-I:E prev. vote 
A5047 M.~.~ 843060 1,900,00J 1,900,000 Oral arend 19/0/0 
CG145 
843061 Subsidies to European ron. A 46 CXM-liTTEE rn lHE ENVIJU.KNT 843061 600,000 600,000 Rejected t: 
environmental organizations OCE 1/18/0 
843062 Education, basic and advanced [}II. A 47 CXM-liTTEE rn lHE El'NIJU.KNT 843062 100,000 100,000 Pdopted b) 
training OCE 19/0/0 
84307 Radiation protection ron. A 48 CXM-liTTEE rn lHE ENVIJU.KNT 84307 200,000 200,000 Pdopted b) 
OCE 19/0/0 
843000 Protection of animals used for ron. A 49 c..a+1ITTEE rn lHE ENVIfOIK.NT 843000 550,000 550,000 REtWKS Pdopted b) 
scientific and experimental I'-I:E 19/0/0 
purposes 
A5048 M.~.~ 843000 50,000 50,000 REtWKS Covered b) prev. vote 
843001 Subsidy to the European Centre for ron. A 50 CXM-liTTEE rn lHE ENVIJU.KNT 843001 2,000,000 2,000,000 Oral amenc 
experimental methods alternative I'-I:E 19/0/0 
to use of animals 1.000.000 
A 375 GIUJP OF ElR. DEMX. ALLIJ.V'{;E 843001 2,000,000 2,000,000 Covered b_y 
prev. vote 
A423 GIUJP OF lHE El.RJPEPH RIG-IT 843001 500,000 500,000 Covered by prev. vote 
PE 144.175/C/def 
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ENVIFO'MNT 
843101 Subsidies to the European to\ A 51 CCM1ITTEE 00 lHE ENVIIDKNT 843101 1,000,000 1,000,000 Pdopted by 
En;vi rorTrent Pt:jency OCE 20/0/0 
843102 ((JUNE (coordination of [}!\ A 52 CCM1ITTEE 00 THE ENVIIDKNT 843102 ll11 Mopted by 
environmental information} OCE 20/0/0 
84320 Environment 1995 - Invesbrent fund to\ A 53 CCM1ITTEE 00 THE ENVIIDKNT 84320 34,500,000 16,500,000 Rejected by 
for the irrprovarent of the OCE 1/18/0 
envii"'OlTent 
A5040 M. ~. RAPPCRfEl..R 84320 15,000,000 7,000,000 ~ Covered by 
~v. vote 84DOO Camunity cooperation on civil to\ A 424 GJUJP OF THE ~ RIGIT B4DOO 10,000,000 10,000,000 jected by 
protection OCE 1/18/0 
A 55 CCM1ITTEE 00 THE ENVIIDKNT 84DOO 300,000 300,000 Pdopted by 
19/0/0 
84D01 Aid to disaster victims in the to\ A 453 LEFT l.t-JITY GIUJP 843301 1,000,000 1,000,000 Pdopted by 
Camunity OCE 19/0/0 
A 56 CCM1ITTEE 00 1HE ENVIIDKNT HOOII'Ii Pdopted by 
19/0/0 
C£J-lSlMR l'roTECTIOO 
85100 Consumer policy initiatives and to\ A 57 CCM1ITTEE 00 TIE ENVIIDKNT 85100 700,000 700,000 Pdopted by 
consumer redress OCE 19/0/0 
85102 Consumer information and to\ A 58 CCM1ITTEE 00 lHE ENVIIDKNT 85102 4,000,000 4,000,000 Rejected by 
comparative tests OCE 4/14/0 
A520 SOCIALIST GIUJP 85102 871,000 871,000 ~ Pdopted by 
19/0/0 
85103 Implementation of Directives to\ A 59 CCM1ITTEE 00 lHE ENVIIDKNT 85103 160,000 160,000 Pdopted by 
OCE 19/0/0 85104 Studies to\ A 60 CCM1ITTEE 00 lHE ENVIIDKNT 85104 600,000 600,000 Pdopted by 
OCE 19/0/0 85105 Product safety to\ A 61 CCM1ITTEE 00 THE ENVIIDKNT 85105 500,000 500,000 Pdopted by 
OCE 19/0/0 85106 EHLASS roonitoring operations in [}!\ A 62 CCM1ITTEE 00 1l£ ENVIIDKNT 85106 4,500,000 4,500,000 Oral arend. 
relation to the safety of consumer OCE 19/0/0 
products avec a:J.1 * 
PE 144.175/C/def 
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crnst.MER FroTECTICJ.l 
A5049 M. ~' RAPPCRfElR 85106 pn pn SCHEilJLE Covered by 
85100 1992 Info prev. vote 04. A 425 GIUIP OF THE ElRJPE.I.W RIGIT 85100 4,000,000 4,000,000 Rejected by 
OCE carp 834001 -2,000,000 -2,000,000 1/19/0 
carp 8510 -2,000,000 -2,000,000 
A 63 a::M-11TIEE CJ.l THE Emi!OKNT 85100 pn pn Pdopted by 
19/0/0 85109 Preparatory studies for Comrunity f'rn A 64 a::M-11TIEE CJ.l THE Emi!OKNT 85109 500,000 500,000 NEW LINE Ora 1 arrend. 
food and consuner protection OCE REMI\RKS 19/0/0 inspectorate pn 
INTFRW... W\RKET 
85300 Coop 1 et i ng the i ntema 1 market 04. A 165 a::M-11TIEE Ecrn. t-m. AFF. 85300 17,000,000 14,000,000 REMI\RKS Rejected by 
OCE and 88530 0 0 1/16/0 
A5050 M. ~' RAPPCRfElR 85300 8,000,000 4,600,000 REMI\RKS Jldopted by 
SCHEilJLE 17/0/0 85304 Coordination of procedures for f'rn A166 a::M-11TIEE Ecrn. t-m. AFF. 85304 4,000,000 4,000,000 Pdopted by 
awarding and advertising public OCE 17/0/0 
B5305 
works and supply contracts 
Administration of the customs f'rn A158 a::M-11TTEE Ecrn. t-m. AFF . 85305 200,000 200,000 Rejected by 
union, indirect taxation and OCE and 88535 0 0 1/16/0 
customs code 
85310 Pramtion of Camunity exports to 04. A398 LIBERAL PID DEMXRATIC GfOJP Japan OCE 
85310 1,500,000 1,295,000 REMI\RKS Pdopted by 
17/0/0 
A 159 a::M-11TTEE Ecrn. t-m. AFF . 85310 1,500,000 1,295,000 Covered by 
and 88540 0 0 prev. vote 
A238 a::M-11TTEE CJ.l EXT. Ecrn. RELAT. 85310 1,500,000 REMI\RKS Covered by 
SCHEilJLE prev. vote 
853111 Measures for third country markets f'rn A 241 a::M-11TTEE CJ.l EXT. Ecrn • RELAT. 853111 600,000 600,000 NEW LINE A::lopted by 
in the textile, clothing and OCE REMI\RKS 16/0/1 footwear sectors 
85320 Business prarotion (SM::s) 04. A490 GfOJP OF EI.R. PEOPLE Is PARTY 
OCE 
85320 9,700,000 4,400,000 REMI\RKS Rejected by 
0/18/0 
PE 144.175/C/def 
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INTm'W... W\RKET 
A160 011'11TTEE Ear-J. 1'11'1. AFF. 85320 3,700,000 2,700,000 Jldopted by 
and 88550 0 0 18/0/0 
853201 Economic and financ. instrument 1'{}/l. A468 Gm.JP OF EUR. PEOPLE'S PARTY 853201 200,000 200,000 Ra.M<S Jldopted by 
for textile industry r-I:E NEW LINE 18/0/0 
85321 ~rations relating to rn A 513 ~ LtHTED LEFT Gm.JP 85321 1,500,000 1,200,000 Ra.M<S Rejected by 
cooperatives, etc. r-I:E 2/16/0 
A 167 011'1ITTEE Ear-J. 1'11'1. AFF . 85321 1,200,000 1,200,000 Adopted by 
and 88551 0 0 20/0/1 
A 318 011'1ITTEE eN SOC. AFFAIRS 85321 1,200,000 1,200,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
A 539 SOCIALIST GIUJP 85321 1,200,000 1,200,000 Covered by 
85322 ~rations relating to the 
prev. vote 
1'{}/l. A 161 011'1ITTEE Ear-J. 1'11'1. AFF. 85322 8C)),000 SC)),OOO Jldopted by 
distributive trades r-I:E and 88552 0 0 21/0/0 
85324 Aid to organizations of 9-Es 1'{}/l. A 162 011'1ITTEE Ear-J. 1'11'1. AFF. 85324 1,500,000 1,500,000 Rejected by 
r-I:E 2/19/0 
A5051 M. LJM\SSOJRE, AAPPffiTEUR 85324 830,000 830,000 Jldopted by 
21/0/0 
85331 Grants to prormte the provision of 1'{}/l. A164 011'1ITTEE Ear-J. 1'11'1. AFF. 85331 4,8C)),OOO 4,800,000 Jldopted by 
European venture capital for 9£5 r-I:E 21/0/0 
and craft finns 
ItfiJSTRY 
854001 Plan of action for information and rn A 345 011'1ITTEE eN ENERGY 854001 2,500,000 900,000 Rejected by 
communications technology OCE 1/19/0 
A168 011'1ITTEE Ear-J. 1'11'1. AFF. 854001 2,000,000 700,000 Jldopted by 
and 885601 0 0 20/0/0 
854010 Definition and il!l>lementation of rn A346 011'1ITTEE 00 ENERGY 854010 400,000 2,000,000 Jldopted by 
Camunity pol icy in the field of r-I:E 20/0/0 
telecommunications 
854011 Standardization and certification rn A 169 011'1ITTEE Ear-J. 1'11'1. AFF. 854011 2,000,000 1,000,000 Adopted by 
in infonnc.:.tion technoloo_y t-l:E and 885611 0 0 20/0/0 
A 347 011'1ITTEE 00 ENERGY 854011 2,000,000 1,000,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
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ltnJSTRY 
854021 INSIS (Interinstitutional [\/.\ A348 CCM-'IIffiE ~ ENERGY 854021 1,000,000 800,000 Jldopted by 
information system) r£E 20/0/1 
854022 CftiDIA (System for the [\/.\ A 170 CCM-'IIffiE E~. I'-m. AFF. 854022 2,000,000 1,500,000 Pdopted by 
transmission of customs, r£E and 885622 0 0 21/0/0 
agricultural and external-trade 
A 349 CCM-'IIffiE ~ ENERGY 854022 2,000,000 1,500,000 Covered by 
B54023 TEDIS (Electronic transfer of 
prev. vote 
[\/.\ A254 CCM-'IIffiE ~ ENERGY 854023 -1,000,000 Rejected by 
commercial data) r£E carp 8040 4,000,000 1,250,000 1/20/0 
A172 CCM-'IIffiE E~. I'-m. AFF. 854023 2,000,000 1,000,000 Pdopted by 
and 885623 0 0 21/0/0 
B5411 ~rations relating to industry [\/.\ A 173 CCM-'IITTEE E~. I'-m. AFF. B5411 4,000,000 2,800,000 Rejected by 
r£E and 138571 0 0 0/20/1 
A5052 M. ~. RAPflCRTEI.R B5411 3,000,000 800,000 Ra.M<S Pdopted by 
SCHEIJJLE 21/0/0 
INF~. liD lf'fiDVATI~ t-M<ET 
B5500 It-PACT (Camunity projects in the [\/.\ A 257 CCM-'IITTEE ~ ENERGY B5500 0 0 SCHEil.ILE Rejected by 
field of information) r£E Call> 8040 8,000,000 2,000,000 1/20/0 
A 174 CCM-'IIffiE E~. I'-m. AFF. B5500 -1,000,000 -13,000,000 Jldopted by 
and 88580 0 0 21/0/0 
B5502 SPRINT (Camunity projects in the Call> 8040 
6,000,000 14,000,000 
[\/.\ A258 CCM-'IIffiE ~ ENERGY B5502 2,000,000 1,000,000 SCHEill.E Jldopted by 
field of innovation and technology r£E 21/0/0 
transfer 
STATISTICAL INFCR1!\TI~ 
B5600 Sectoral statistical programmes DA A 175 CCM-'IIffiE E~. I'-m. AFF. 85600 5,000,000 4,400,000 Pdopted by 
relating to the Single European Act t-eE and 138590 0 0 21/0/0 
A 514 Et.RJP£l1N ~!TED LEFT GfniP 85600 Ra.M<S Rejected by 
2/18/0 
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STATISTICAL INFCR11\TIOO 
85601 Sectoral statistical progrcmnes in Ill\ A 176 O:»UTTEE EC(JIJ. ~. AFF. 85601 1,400,000 7,100,000 Pdopted by 
support of Community policies ~E and 88591 0 0 20/0/0 
85602 Sectoral statistical programmes Ill\ A 177 CXM-1IffiE EC(JIJ. ~. AFF. B5602 1,100,000 Pdopted by 
relating to the operation of the ~E and 88592 0 20/0/0 
Community 
B5603 Sectoral statistical programmes Ill\ A 178 CXM-1IffiE EC(JIJ. ~. AFF. 85603 1,000,000 Mopted by 
relating to the operation of the ~E and 88593 0 20/0/0 
institutions 
JRC- STAFF 
86123 Major installations Ill\ A583 E:\.RlPEJIH ~ITED LEFT GFVJP 86123 -1,333,800 -1,478,280 Rejected by 
~E 2/17/0 
JRC 1987-91 FIW1EW<. PRX. 
862511 Fission - tb:lear safety Ill\ A 578 E:\.RlPEJIH ~!TED LEFT GfVJP 862511 -5,000,000 -5,000,000 Rejected by 
~ call> 84106 5,000,000 5,000,000 2/17/0 
JRC FRJ~~.£W<. mx SlJPPOU 
86421 Support for the Catmission's Ill\ A268 CXM-1IffiE 00 ENERGY 86421 10,000,000 3,000,000 Ram<s Mopted by 
deparbrents ~E 19/0/0 
ItVIRECT PCT. PfUJECTS 87-91 
865111 Medical research Ill\ A 269 CXM-1IffiE 00 ENERGY 865111 6,000,000 2,000,000 Ram<s Mopted by 
~E SOIEill.E 19/0/0 
865112 ..unan genare analysis Ill\ A 270 CXM-1IffiE 00 ENERGY 865112 3,000,000 1,000,000 Ram<s Mopted by 
~E SCHEilJLE 19/0/0 
A 457 GJnJP OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP 865112 -6,000,000 -2,000,000 SOIEill.E Rejected by 
CCXI1> 834300 6,000,000 2,000,000 1/18/0 
PE 144.175/C/def 
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line Title classif. 1 Nr. & Autor of Arend ./Modi f. Line Ccmnitnents Payrrents 1 other rrodifications 1 Vote 
II'VIRECT N:.T. PFUJECTS 87-91 
A577 EliD'EAN LtliTED LEFT GfOJP 865112 -3,(X)(),(X)() Rejected by 
1/18/0 
865121 Radiation protection on. A350 aM-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 865121 REMfiR<S Wgted by 
l'l:E 0/1 
865131 STEP and EFOO-l on. A 271 aM-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 865131 20' (X)()' (X)() 6' (X)()' (X)() REMfiR<S A::lopted by 
l'l:E SCHIDJLE 19/0/0 
865211 ESPRIT on. A272 C£M.1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 865211 240' (X)()' (X)() 90' (X)()' (X)() ROORKS A::lopted by 
l'l:E SCHIDJLE 19/0/0 
A458 GfOJP Of THE GREENS IN THE EP 865211 -30,070,(X)() -120,(X)(),(X)() SCHIDJLE Rejected by 
Call> 865321 30' (X)()' (X)() 120' (X)()' (X)() 1/18/0 
A 579 EliD'EAN LtliTED LEFT GfOJP 865211 -10,(X)(),(X)() -10,(X)(),(X)() Rejected by 
Call> 865321 10,(X)(),(X)() lO,(X)(),(X)() V17/0 
865221 RACE (Jldvanced ccmrunications on. A 273 llM-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 865221 75,(X)(),(X)() 55' (X)()' (X)() REMfiR<S Pdopted by 
technologies in Europe} l'l:E SCHIDJLE 19/0/0 
865231 DELTA (Oeve l OfXTent of European on. A300 aM-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 865231 1 ' (X)()' (X)() Pdopted by 
leami~ through technological l'l:E 19/0/0 
advance 
865232 ffiiVE (A::Ivanced technologies in on. A456 GfOJP Of THE GREENS IN THE EP 865232 -1,020, (X)() -7,(X)(),(X)() SCHIDJLE Rejected by 
road transport} I'{;E Call> 865234 1 ' 020' (X)() 7' (X)()' (X)() 1/18/0 865233 AIM (Jldvanced informatics in on. A309 aM-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 865233 3' (X)()' (X)() Pdopted by 
rredicine} NCE 19/0/0 
865312 BRITE/EIAW-1 (Industrial on. A 274 aM-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 865312 124,(X)(),(X)() 60' (X)()' (X)() REMfiR<S A::lopted by 
manufacturing technologies and OCE SCHIDJLE 19/0/0 
advanced materials) 
A354 aM-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 865312 REMfiR<S Pdopted by 
19/0/0 
865321 Primary, secondary and renewab 1 e on. A 275 C£M.1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 865321 7' 500, (X)() 2' 500, (X)() ~ A::lopted by 
raw materials OCE SCHIDJLE 19/0/0 
A580 Et..roPfPI.I LtliTED LEFT GlnJP 865321 10,(X)(),(X)() 10,(X)(),(X)() Rejected by 
Call> 865211 -10,(X)(),(X)() -10,(X)(),(X)() V17/0 
865331 CBR (~lied rretrology and on. A 276 aM-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 865331 6 ' (X)()' (X)() 2' (X)()' (X)() ~ Pdopted by 
chemica analyses} OCE SCHIDJLE 19/0/0 
865411 BRIIliE (Biotechnology) on. A277 aM-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 865411 28' (X)()' (X)() 9' (X)()' (X)() ~ A::lopted by 
OCE SCHIDJLE 21/0/0 
A646 GRWP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP 865411 -3,310,(X)() ~ Rejected by 
1/20/0 
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INDIRECT ACT. PROJECTS 87-91 
A 645 Gm.JP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP 865411 ~ Rejected by 
1/20/0 
865421 ECLAIR (European co 11 abo rat i ve Ill\ A 278 CCl't-1IffiE 00 ENERGY 86542: 22,500,000 8,000,000 REW\RKS Adopted by 
linkage of agriculture and NCE SCHEilJLE 21/0/0 
industry through research) 
865422 FLAIR (Food-linked agro-industrial Ill\ A 279 CCl't-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 865422 7,000,000 2,000,000 REW\RKS Adopted by 
research) NCE SCHEilJLE 21/0/0 
865423 Programme for demonstration Ill\ A 218 C0'1'-1IffiE 00 JIC.RIOJL ~ 865423 120,000,000 40,000,000 NEW LINE Oral arrend. 
projects and the dissemination of NCE RE:toM<S 21/0/0; 5G1 
knowledge SCHEilJLE 866222-tC. 47£ 
A 476 Gm.JP OF ElR. PEOPLE Is PARTY 865423 120, 000, 000 40,000,000 NEW LINE Covered by 
REW\RKS prev. vote 
SCHEilJLE 
865431 Agricultural research Ill\ A280 CCl't-1IffiE 00 ENERGY 865431 9,000,000 3,000,000 REW\RKS Adopted by 
NCE SCHEilJLE 21/0/0 
865511 Fission - Management and storage Ill\ A 281 CCl't-1IffiE 00 ENERGY 865511 3,000,000 1,000,000 REW\RKS Adopted by 
of radioactive waste NCE SCHEilJLE 21/0/0 
865512 Fission - Decommissioning of Ill\ A 282 cct+UTIEE 00 ENERGY 865512 6,000,000 2,000,000 REW\RKS Adopted by 
nuclear power stations NCE SCHEilJLE 20/1/0 
A650 GfUJP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP 865512 -5,941,837 -6,200,000 SCHEilJLE Rejected by 
carp 865531 5,941,837 6,200,000 1/20/0 
865513 TEL~ (Rarote handling in Ill\ A283 CCl't-1IffiE 00 ENERGY 865513 -5,000,000 REW\RKS Adopted by 
hostile and disorganized NCE SCHEilJLE 21/0/0 
envi rorments) 
865521 Thenronuclear fusion - general Ill\ A284 CCl't-1IffiE 00 ENERGY 865521 30,000,000 10,000,000 REW\RKS Adopted by 
programme NCE SCHEilJLE 21/0/0 
A 459 GIUJP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP 865521 -31' 900,000 -90,000,000 SCHEilJLE Rejected by 
carp 866224 31,900,000 90,000,000 1/20/0 
865522 Thermonuclear fusion - Ill\ A285 CCl't-1ITIEE 00 ENERGY 865522 REW\RKS Adopted by 
participation in the JET joint NCE carp 8040 6,000,000 6,000,000 SCHEilJLE 21/0/0 
undertaking 
A 647 GfUJP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP 865522 -69,000,000 -69' 000, 000 SCHEilJLE Rejected by 
carp 841000 35,000,000 35,000,000 1/20/0 
and 884100 
865531 .n.JLE (Non-nuclear energy) Ill\ A286 CCl't-1lffiE 00 ENERGY 865531 90,000,000 30,000,000 REW\RKS Pdopted by 
NCE SCHEilJLE 21/0/0 
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II'DIRECT flCf. PIDJECTS 87-91 
865611 Science and technology for ()ll. A 2£7 CGf.11TIEE 00 ENERGY 865611 5,000,000 2,000,000 ~.s Pdopted by 
developrent t-eE SC..I-IEIJJL[ 21/0/0 
865711 M4.ST {marine research) ()ll. A288 CGf.11TIEE 00 ENERGY 865711 8,000,000 3,000,000 Rf:"'MA.Rt<S Adopted by 
t-eE StHEDJLf. 21/0/0 
865721 Fisheries research progrCllll'Te ()ll. A535 SOCIALIST GIUJP 865721 6,475,128 2.000,000 SCHBJJLE Oral amend. 
rt:E 21/0/0 
+ (.(}II 289 
A289 CGf.11TIEE 00 ENERGY 865721 5,000,000 2,000,000 PJ:t.M<S Covered by 
SCHEJJJLE prev. vote 
865811 Science progrCllll'Te ()ll. A290 CGf.11TIEE 00 ENERGY 865811 35,000,000 12,000,000 R£-~ Jldopted by 
t-eE SCHEilJLE 21/0/0 
865812 SPES {Stirrulation plan for ()ll. A 291 CGf.1IffiE 00 ENERGY 865812 RrnARI<S Adopted by 
econanic sciences) t-eE carp 8040 4,500,000 1,500,000 StliEIJJLF 21/0/0 
865831 1'-0-liTffi {SAST, FAST and SPEAR) ()ll. A 292 CGf.1IffiE 00 ENERGY 865831 2,000,000 1,000,000 Rfl-M<.<; A:lopted by 
t-eE SCHfDJLL 21/0/0 
865832 oosrs {Deve 1 oprent of expert ()ll. A 293 ca+1IffiE 00 ENERGY 865832 500,000 300,000 REW\f~<S Mopted by 
systems for statistics) t-eE SOliD.Jl€ 21/0/0 
865842 E:I.RJTRA (Machine translation ()ll. A294 ca+1IffiE 00 ENERGY 865842 6,000,000 4,000,000 ~ Pdopted by 
system) t-eE SOfll.JL.E 21/0/0 
-------·~---
PfroW.t.E 1990-1994 
B66R Fr<ITB\Ork program 1990-1994 ()ll. A306 ca+1IffiE 00 ENERGY B66R -1,000,000,000 -273,390,000 ReM<$ Pdopted by 
t-eE carp 866 461' 140,000 150,000,000 BRfAI<IDo,N ITEMS 21/0/0 866 A584 EI.RJPfAN lt.IITED LEFT GIUJP ReM<$ Rejected by 
3/18/0 
A460 GmJP OF ll£ GREENS IN lHE EP 866 -15,000,000 
-85' 420' 000 REJ.M<S Rejected by 
~ITEMS 1/20/0 
866222 Jl9riculture and agroindustry ()ll. A246 aJ+1IffiE 00 ENERGY 866222 20,000,000 5,000,000 RBm<S Oral amend. 
t-eE carp 8040 -2£,010,000 -17,960,000 SCHEDJLE 21/0/0 
+ CXM 476 
866223 Biaredicine and health ()ll. A 575 E.lRlPEAN lt.IITED LEFT GIUJP 866223 9,280,000 Rejected by 
t-eE 3/18/0 
866224 Life sciences and technologies for ()ll. A 462 GmJP OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP 866224 HEPDit«i Rejected by developing countries t-eE 3/18/1 
____ , ____ -
·-------------
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SUPPORT ACTIVITIES 
868000 Preparation of new prograrttres [\A. A 295 a:M>1ITTEE ~ ~ERGY 868000 1,000,000 500,000 RE1-M<S Adopted by 
I'I:E SQ-IEilJLE 2VO/O 
868100 Space [\A. A296 a:M>1ITTEE ~ ~ERGY 868100 3,000,000 1,000,000 RE1-M<S ~ted by I'I:E SQ-IEilJLE vo 
868101 Structural policy [\A. A 297 a:M>1ITTEE ~ ~y 868101 700,000 200,000 RE1-M<S Adopted by 
I'I:E 21/0/0 
868102 Hydrcr-hydrogen [\A. A298 a:M>1ITTEE ~ ~ERGY 868102 10,000,000 1,600,000 RE1-M<S Adopted by 
I'I:E SQ-IEilJLE 21/0/0 
A488 GJUJP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP RE1-M<S Rejected by 
7/14/0 
868104 Action in the field of carputer [\A. A 352 a:M>1ITTEE ~ ~y 868104 6,000,000 4,000,000 Mopted by 
system and canrunications security I'I:E 2VO/O 
868105 High-definition television [\A. A299 a:M>1ITTEE ~ ~y 868105 12,700,000 12,700,000 RE1-M<S ~ted by 
I'I:E 0/0 
868106 Technological develor:rrent - [\A. A300 a:M>1ITTEE ~ ~y 868106 10,000,000 5,500,000 RE1-M<S Mopted by 
socioeconanic integration of the I'I:E 1810/3 
handicapped and the elderly 
A377 GJnJP OF B.R OEMX:. ALLIPH:E 868106 2,000,000 1,500,000 SQ-IEilJLE Covered by 




868100 Training in envirormental [\A. A353 a:M>1ITTEE ~ ~y 868103 2,000,000 1,000,000 RE1-M<S Adopted by 
managerrent I'I:E 21/0/0 
868109 Retrote sensing systems [\A. A 301 a:M>1ITTEE ~ ~y 868109 3,000,000 1,000,000 NEW LINE Mopted by 
I'I:E RE1-M<S 2VO/O 
SQ-IEilJLE + rood if .CCM 
868110 Cooperation on nuclear safety with [\A. A302 CCM-1ITTEE ~ ~ERGY 868110 3,000,000 500,000 NEW LINE ~ted by 
the USSR I'I:E 0/0 
868200 International cooperation [\A. A 342 CCM-1ITTEE ~ ~y 868200 40,000,000 10,000,000 RE1-M<S Ora 1 arrend. 
I'I:E SQ-IEilJLE 2VO/O 
868203 Camunity contribution to~ tfl!\ M303 CCM-1ITTEE ~ ~ERGY 868203 200,000 200,000 REML\RKS Adopted by 
secretariat CE CCllll> 854040 -200,000 -200,000 21/0/0 
868204 ~ and other scientific and [\A. A304 a:M>1ITTEE ~ ~y 68204 pn pm REML\RKS Mopted by 
technological projects I'I:E 21/0/0 
868205 LET'S 00 EAST [\A. A 247 CCM-1ITTEE ~ ~ERGY 868205 30,000,000 30,000,000 NEW LINE J!dopted by 
I'I:E REML\RKS 21/0/0 
SQ-IEilJLE + roocli f. ca-1 
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SUPPORT ACTIVITIES 
A 573 ~ ltHTED LEFT GIUJP 868205 30,000,000 30,000,000 NEW LINE Covered by 
REW\RKS prev. vote 
EDF 
8710 Cooperation with ACP states and ()t\ A5061 M. ~. RAPPCRTEI.R 8710 !lJI !lJI NEW LINE Pdopted by OCTs associated with the European t-eE and 8711 Pll !lJI REW\RKS 21/0/0 Camunity 
HXDAID 
872071 Camunity participation in stor~ ()t\ A 618 CRl.IP OF n£ GREENS IN lHE EP 872071 5,000,000 5,000,000 SCHBlJLE Rejected by 
progrcmnes and early-warning t-eE 1/20/0 
systems 
87209 Food projects in place of food aid Nlt\ A 617 GIUJP OF lHE GREENS IN lHE EP 87209 5,000,000 5,000,000 Rejected by 
t-eE 1/20/0 
ASIA Alf) LATIN MRICA 
873000 Financial and technical ()t\ A 1 a:M"'ITTEE ~ DEVELOPMENT 873000 9,000,000 5,000,000 SCHEIU.E Pdopted by 
cooperation with Asian developing t-eE 20/0/0 
countries 
873003 Cooperation with Asian developing ()t\ A 2 a:M"'ITTEE ~ DEVELOfltofllf 873003 400,000 400,000 SCHEIU.E Pdopted by 
countries on energy t-eE 20/0/0 
873004 Training operations for nationals ()t\ A 3 a:M"'ITTEE ~ DEVELOfltofllf 873004 2,000,000 600,000 SCHEIU.E Pdopted by 
of Asian developing countries t-eE 20/0/0 
873005 Camunity investnent in Asian ()t\ A 4 a:M"'ITTEE ~ DEVELOPMENT 873005 5,500,000 REW\RKS Pdopted by 
developing countries - economic t-eE CaJ1) 8041 5,500,000 SCHEil.ll.E 20/0/0 
and trade agreements 
A 517 ~ l.tUTED LEFT GIDJP 873005 REW\RKS Pdopted by 
14/4/0 
873010 Financial and technical ()t\ A 5 a:M"'ITTEE ~ DEVELOPMENT 873010 6,000,000 5,000,000 SCHIDJLE A:fopted by 
cooperation with Latin Jlrrerican t-eE 20/0/0 
developing countries 
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f1SIA PK> LATIN MRICA 
873014 Training operations for nationals [)\ A 6 OM>1ITIEE ~ DEVELOF't-£NT 873014 3,200,000 200,000 REr-M<S .Adopted by 
of Latin American developing rcE SCHEil.JLE 20/0/0 
countries 
873015 Invesi:lrent in Latin American [)\ A 7 C<M1ITIEE ~ DEVELC>Pf.BIT 873015 4,500,000 ~ .Adopted by 
developing countries - econanic rcE Caq:> 8041 4,500,000 SCHEilJLE 20/0/0 
and trade agreerJJ:nts 
Jldopted by A 516 EI.RJPfAN ~ITED LEFT Gro.JP 873015 ~ 
14/4/0 
87302 Aid towards self-sufficiency for [)\ A 8 C<M1ITIEE ~ DEVELC>Pf.BIT 87302 8,000,000 8,000,000 SCHEilJLE Oral amend. 
refugees and di sp 1 aced persons rcE 20/0/0 
5M+5M* 
A5053 M.~.~ 87302 1,000,000 3,000,000 SCHEJlJlE Covered by 
prev. vote 
t£ll~ ca.M'RIES 
874031 Fourth Financial Protoco 1 with rn M399 LIBERAL Jllf) DB«RATIC GroJP 874031 60,000,000 10,000,000 ~ Rejected by 
Turkey CE SCHIDJLE 2/18/0 
M454 LEFT ~IlY GIUJP 874031 r:m r:m Rejected by 
2/18/0 
874032 Special aid for Turkey rn M 431 LEFT ~IlY GIUJP 874032 -12,000,000 SCHIDJLE Rejected by 
CE Caq:> 8040 12,000,000 2/18/0 
M 492 Gro.JP OF EI.R. PEOPLE'S PAATY 874032 -12,000,000 .Adopted by 
Caq:> 8040 12,000,000 16/2/1 
874033 Cooperation with Turkey rn A 491 Gro.JP OF EI.R. PEOPLE'S PAATY 874033 -3,000,000 -800,000 .Adopted by 
rcE caq:> 8040 3,000,000 800,000 1V7/0 
A 455 LEFT ~IlY GIUJP 874033 -3,000,000 -800,000 Covered by 
~v. vote 87406 Financial assistance to the West rn A 442 LEFT ~IlY GfOJP 87406 4, 000, (X)() 3,000,000 SCHIDJLE jected by 
Bank and Gaza territories rcE 7/12/0 
A 9 OM>1ITIEE ~ DEVELOPMENT 87406 1,CXXI,CXXI REr-M<S Jldopted by 
SCHIDJLE 19/1/0 
874080 Multilateral and regional or rn A 10 C<M1ITIEE ~ DEVELORv1ENT 874000 2,000,000 500,000 SCHEilJLE Jldopted by 
subregi ona 1 cooperation in the rcE 19/0/0 
Mediterranean 
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I'£)ITERRANEJIN CXl.MRIES 
874001 Cooperation with the Arab 1\llA. A134 <XJ+1IffiE rn YOOTH, OJL"flH: 874001 200,000 200,000 Pdopted by 
countries at regional level 1\l:E 19/0/0 
874005 Invest.nent and the supply of new (}!\ A 11 <XJ+1ITTEE (J.l DEVELOFKNT 874005 3,000,000 SCHEDJLE Pdopted by 
capital in non-Community 1\l:E coopB041 -3,000,000 18/0/0 
Mediterranean countries 
A 515 EI..R)f>fAN LtHTED LEFf GRlJP 874005 ~ Pdopted by 
17/2/0 
874086 Migration observatory 1\llA. A566 EI..RlPEAN ~ITED LEFf GfOJP 874006 2,000,000 2,000,000 NEW LINE Ora 1 Cll'l'el'ld • 
1\l:E REWl.RKS 16/3/0 
OTHER COOPERATI(J.l ~ 
875001 1-Unanitarian operations (other 1\llA. A 651 GfOJPES PPE, ED, I..IR, S, mE 875001 7,000,000 7,000,000 ~ Covered by 
than emergency aid) for third 1\l:E prev. vote 
countries 
fl5017 M. I..A'ti\SSO.JRE, RAPPCRTEl.R 875001 6,100,000 6,100,000 ~ Retired 
A 378 GfOJP OF ElR. DEKX:. ALLIN-«:E 875001 2,000,000 2,000,000 Pdopted by 
20/0/0 
no rem 
A240 CCM1IffiE rn EXT. E~. RELAT. 875001 1,100,000 1,100,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
875002 Specific rreasures for Romanian 1\llA. A400 LIBERAL NfJ OEMX:RATIC CKU> 875002 5,000,000 5,000,000 NEW LINE Withdrawn 
orphanages 1\l:E REMO.RKS 
87501 Camunity contribution tONards ~ (}!\ A 426 GfOJP OF 1HE EI.R>PEAN RIGfT 87501 -95,281,000 -86,481,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
schemes concerning developing 1\l:E coop 87200 35,281,000 30,481,000 DELETE ITEMS 1/17/0 
countries coop 87201 30,000,000 28,000,000 
coop 87202 30,000,000 28,000,000 
875010 Schemes concerning developing (}!\ A540 SOCIALIST GfOJP 875010 34,719,000 34,719,000 Rejected by 
countries carried out by~ 1\l:E 0/18/0 
A 145 M. ~. E.A. 875010 34,000,000 34,000,000 Rejected by 
0/18/0 
A 593 Gm.JP OF lHE GREENS IN 1HE EP 875010 34,000,000 30,000,000 ~ Covered by 
and 887510 prev. vote 
A 443 LEFf ~ITY GIUJP 875010 30,000,000 20,000,000 SCHEilJLE Rejected by 
3/17/0 
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OlHER COOPERATICN MEASt..m:S 
A556 E.\RlPE.AN ~ITED LEFT GFUJP 875010 22,000,000 19,000,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
A 12 CCJ+1ITTEE ~ DEVELORDIT 875010 19,000,000 15,000,000 SQ-IEilJLE Covered by 
prev. vote 
A5054 M. l...PW\SSCl.JRE, RAPFmTElR 875010 1,000,000 3,000,000 REW\RKS Oral arend. 
sa-tEilJLE 20/0/0; eng. 
14M, pai .1CtJI 
875011 Financing of purchase of food [lt\ A 13 CCJ+1ITTEE ~ DEVELORJENT HE.ADI~ .Adopted by 
products and seeds by l'rns and ~E REW\RKS 19/0/1 
international organizations 
Mopted by 875020 ~rations under Canrercial and ()A. A 14 CCJ+11TTEE ~ DEVELORDIT HE.ADI~ 
Econcmic Cooperation Jlgreeroonts ~E REW\RKS 19/0/1 
with third countries 
A 243 CCJ+1ITTEE eN EXT. ECGI. RELAT. 875020 REW\RKS Rejected by 
0/20/0 
875020 European demx:racy fund l'{lA. A464 ElR)PfJilll DEMXRATIC GfUJP 75020a 6,000,000 6,000,000 NEW LINE Oral arend. 
~E call> 875073 -5,000,000 -5,000,000 REW\RKS 14/11/0 
875021 Conducting and JOOnitoring GATT l'{lA. A239 CCJ+1ITTEE ~ EXT. ECGI. RELAT. 875021 200,000 200,000 REWl.RKS .Adopted by 
Uruguay Round negotiations ~E 20/0/4 
875022 Expenditure in connection with l'{lA. A189 CCJ+1ITTEE ~ JltiRIQJLllM 875022 7,653,665 7,653,665 NEW LINE Covered by 
fisheries agreerents in the third ~E carp 82910 -7,653,665 -7,653,665 REW\RKS prev. vote 
country waters 
Security and disannament l'{lA. A 465 B.R)flE.AN DEMXRATIC GfUJP 875022 pn pn NEW LINE Rejected by 
institutions ~E REW\RKS 5/17/0 
875031 Aid to training institutes for l'{lA. A 567 E.\RlPE.AN ~ITED LEFT GfUJP 875031 1,000,000 1,000,000 REW\RKS Mopted by 
nationals of developing countries ~E 21/0/0 
875032 Prarotion of European public l'{lA. A 15 CCJ+1ITTEE ~ DEVEL.OfMNT 875032 750,000 750,000 J.ldopted by 
awareness and deve l oprent education ~E 18/0/2 
875040 Ecology in the developing countries !lt\ A 65 CCJ+1ITTEE ~ THE EmiF0+1ENT 875040 12,000,000 12,000,000 I Rejected by 
~E 2/16/0 
A 619 GfUJP OF THE GREENS IN THE EP 875040 12,000,000 10,000,000 SQ-IEUILE Rejected by 
1/17/0 
A 16 CCJ+1ITTEE ~ DEVELORDIT 875040 4,000,000 4,000,000 SQ-IEilJLE I .Adopted by 
18/0/0 
875041 ~rations to promote tropical [lt\ A 66 CCJ+1ITTEE ~ THE Emllll'HNT 875041 18,500,000 18,500,000 I Rejected by 
forests ~E 1/17/0 
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OlHER COOPERATI<J>.I MEASURES 
A 620 GIDJP OF M GREENS IN lHE EP 875041 8,500,000 4,600,000 SCHEilJLE Rejected by 
1/17/0 
A 17 CXJ.'MITTEE <J>.I OEVELOfM:NT 875041 500,000 100,000 SCHEilJLE Oral anend. 
18/0/0 
CG1 
875042 European fund to save the tropical ()\ A489 GIDJP OF ElR. PEOPLE'S PARTY 875042 200, 000, 000 200, 000, 000 NEW LINE Oral anend. 
rain forests OCE REW\RKS 18/0/0 
SCHEilJLE 100>1 CG1 * 
875045 North-South cooperation scherres in ()\ A 427 GIDJP OF 11-IE ~ RIGIT 875045 2,000,000 2,000,000 Rejected by 
the context of the catpaign OCE 1/17/0 
against drug abuse 
875051 Waren in devel~t KlA. A 616 GPOOP OF lHE ~ IN lHE EP 875051 5,000,000 5,000,000 Rejected by 
OCE 1/17/0 
A 98 CXJ.'MITTEE ~ w:HN' S RIGITS 875051 500,000 500,000 REW\RKS Mopted by 
18/0/0 
A 18 CCM-1ITTEE ~ OEVELOfM:NT 875051 500,000 500,000 Covered by 
prev. vote 
875070 Programre of positive neasures ()\ A 19 CXJ.'MITTEE ~ OEVELOR£NT 875070 22,000,000 14,000,000 SCHEilJLE Oral anend. 
regarding South Africa OCE 13/4/1 
8-1 with * 
A148 M. ~. E.A. 875070 22,000,000 14,000,000 Covered by prev. vote 
A5055 M. l..JIW\SSa.RE, RAPPaUElR 875070 4,000,000 2,000,000 SCHEilJLE Covered by 
prev. vote 
A428 GIDJP OF lHE ~ RIGIT 875070 -38,000,000 -36,000,000 Covered by 
875071 Support for front-1 ine states and 
CCill> 875001 38,000,000 36,000,000 prev. vote 
()\ A 147 M.~, E.A. 875071 15,000,000 15,000,000 Oral anend. 
S.C.OCC Marber States OCE 18/0/0 
2 Mecu 
A 20 CCM-1ITTEE ~ IJEVB.OflKNT 875071 5,000,000 3,000,000 SCHEilJLE Covered by 
prev. vote 
A429 GIDJP OF lHE ~ RIGIT 875071 -15,000,000 -15,000,000 Covered by 
CCill> 875046 15,000,000 15,000,000 ~v. vote 
875072 Measures in connection with the ()\ A146 M. ~. E.A. 875072 12,000,000 12,000,000 jected by 
independence of Namibia OCE 0/18/0 
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Line Title classif. j Nr. & Autor of Arend./l>b:lif. Line Carmitrrents Pa,Yirel1ts 1 Other roodifications I Vote 
OlHER COOPERATIGl MEASURES 
875073 Community aid to NGOs operating in 
Chile 
875074 Community aid to NGOs operating in 
Vietnam 
875075 Community aid for rals in Carbodia 
875090 lrrplementation of Camunity aid -
European single market and Fourth 
Lare Convention 
875092 Support for the European Centre 
for Global Interdependence and 
Solidarity 
1384131 SAVE 
A 21 CCM-1ITTEE Gl DEVELOR!fNT 
r.m A430 GmJP OF 1HE EtroPEAN RIGIT 
f'.l:E 
r.m A 22 CCM-1ITTEE 00 DEVELORifNT 
f'.l:E 
r.m A444 LEFT ltlllY Gm.JP 
OCE 
r.m A 23 CCM-1ITTEE Gl DEVEL.ClFM3-IT 
OCE 
r.m A 24 CCM-1ITTEE Gl DEVELOR-INT 
OCE 
rD\ A 267 CCM-1ITTEE 00 ENERGY 
OCE 
875072 5,000,000 2,000,000 
875073 -5,000,000 -5,000,000 
Caql 875074 5,000,000 5,000,000 
875074 5,000,000 5,000,000 
875075 pn J:Xll 
875090 1,000,000 1,000,000 
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88433 Expenditure for special action fa A 34 CCM-1ITIEE ~THE EmiiUMNT 88433 500,000 500,000 NEW LINE Pdopted by 
programre for po 11 uti on-free 1'-«:E ~ 16/2/0 
beaches 
88440 Envirot'lreflt 1995 - investJrent fund fa A 54 CCM-1IffiE ~ THE EmiiUMNT 88440 1,500,000 1,500,000 NEW LINE Rejected by 
on the protection of the 1'-«:E ~ 1/17/0 
envi rot'lreflt 
885623 TEDIS (Electronic transfer of ~~A255 CCM-1ITIEE ~ ENERGY 885623 -500,000 -250,000 Rejected by canrercial data} 1/17/0 
PlHXE II 1~7 ~EX2 Borrowing and landing operations M. ~. RAPPam1R HEPDING Pdopted by guaranteed by the genera 1 budget OCE 22/0/0 
CCJ+1ISSI~ - JDUN. STAFF 
EFF01 No change in staffing fa A5074 M. ~.RAPPeR~ EFFOl 3,049,000 3,049,000 ~ Pdopted by 
1'-«:E 22/0/0 
with* EFF02 Jldd the fo 11 oo ng pennanent posts: 11[}1:\ A5079 M. ~. RAPPam1R EFF02 2,317,000 2,317,000 ~ Pdopted by 
Category A: 30, B: 15 and C: 22 1'-«:E 22/0/0 
with* 
EFF03 Jldd the fo 11 oo 1 pennanent posts: fa A5078 M. ~. RAPPam1R EFF03 1,969,000 1,969,000 ~ Pdopted by 
Category A: 27, : 12 and C: 16 OCE 22/0/0 
EFF04 Jldd the fo 11 aNi re pennanent posts: fa A5077 M. ~. RAPPeR~ EFF04 872,000 872,000 ~ Pdopted by 
Category LA: 9, : 11 and 0: 5 1'-«:E 22/0/0 
with * 
EFFOS Creation of 6 A and 8 B posts for fa A250 CCM-1IffiE ~ ENERGY EFFOS 1,060,000 1,060,000 Rejected by 
the EWATCM nuclear inspectorate NCE 0/22/0 
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cc.M1ISSI<J.I - JU.1IN. STAFF 
EFF06 Jldd the fo 11 oo ng pennanent posts: tO\ A5000 M.~.~ EFF06 734,000 734,000 REW\RKS Mopted by 
Category LA: 7, C: 9 and D: 5 1\CE 22/0/0 EFF07 Jldd the fo 11 oo 1 pennanent posts: tO\ A5003 M.~.~ EFF07 447,000 447,000 .Adopted by 
Category A: 10, : 3 and C: 3 1\CE 22/0/0 EFFOO Jldd the fo 11 oo 1 pennanent posts: tO\ A5004 M.~.~ EFFOO 529,000 529,000 REW\RKS .Adopted by 
Category A: 11, : 4 and C: 4 1\CE 22/0/0 
with* EFF09 Jldd the fo 11 oo ng pennanent posts tO\ A5001 M. l....IIW\SSOJRE' RAPPORTEI..R EFF09 209,000 209,000 .Adopted by {nuclear inspections): Category A: 1\CE 22/0/0 3 and B: 3 with* 
EFFlO Creation of 5 new posts - 2 AS, 1 tO\ A 245 cc.M1IillE <J.I EXT. EC<J.I. RELAT. EFFlO Rejected by 
B3,2C3 1\CE 0/22/0 
EFFll Jldd the fo 11 oo ~ pennanent posts tO\ A5002 M.~.~ EFFll 138,000 138,000 .Adopted by {nuclear inspect1ons): Category A: 1\CE 22/0/0 
2 and B: 2 
EFF12 Creation of A2 post for new tO\ A 101 M. PRICE, E.A. EFF12 112,400 112,400 Rejected by 
financial control tasks 1\CE 0/22/0 EFF13 Jldd the folloong pennanent posts: tO\ fl5075 M.~.~ EFF13 104,000 104,000 REW\RKS .Adopted by 
Category B: 3 1\CE 22/0/0 
with* 
EFF14 Jldd the fo 11 oo ng pennanent posts: tO\ /l5076 M.~.~ EFF14 72,000 72,000 REW\RKS .Adopted by 
Category B: 2 1\CE 22/0/0 
EFF15 Transformation of 399 posts fran tO\ A253 cc.M1IillE <J.I ENERGY Rejected by 
temporary to pennanent posts 1\CE 1/21/0 
EFF16 Upgrading of temporary staff: tO\ /l5070 M.~, RAPPCRTElR EFF16 r:m r:m .Adopted by 
upgrading of 10 A6 posts to A5 1\CE 22/0/0 
EFF17 Upgrading of pennanent posts tO\ /l5071 M.~, ~ 
1\CE 
with* 
EFF17 r:m r:m .Adopted by 
22/0/0 
with* 
EFF18 Regrading of 43 posts and changes tO\ A 252 cc.M1IillE <J.I ENERGY Covered by 
EFF19 
of category for 43 posts in the JRC 1\CE prev. vote 
Regrading of 12 posts for 00 tO\ A 251 cc.M1ITTEE <J.I ENERGY Covered by 
XII/ JRC 1\CE prev. vote 





line Title 1 Nr. & Autor of ffrend./Modif. Anendrent I Other rrodifications I Vote 
COJRT OF AlDITffiS 
Art. 100 levies, premiuns and other duties 
relating to trade with third countries 
PBJ02 M. l..JIMA.SSO..RE' ~ + 45 000 000 Jldopted by 25/0/0 
within the fr~rk of the CAP 
Art. 300 Surplus available fran precding 
financial year 
PBJ03 M. l..JIMA.SSO..RE' RAPPORTEUR - 1 000 000 Pdopted by 25/0/0 
Art. 400 Proceeds of the tax on the salaries PBJ04 M. l..JIMA.SSO..RE' RAPPCR~ Remarks Pdopted by 
wages and allowances of officials, 25/0/0 
other servants and persons in 
receipt of a pension 
Art. 402 Proceeds of the special levy on net - 13 967 972 Pdopted by 
salaries, pensions and tennination-of- 25/0/0 
service a 11 owances of Menbers of the 
institutions, officials, other 
servants and persons in receipt of 
Art. 
a pension 
710 Fines, periodic penalty payments 
and other penalties 
A5006 M. ~' RAPPORTEUR p.m. Remarks Pdopted by 25/0/0 
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